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DR. CARR SEES A GREATER ihtl
FUTURE FOR M. S. COLLEGE
0
HIGH SCHOOLS

The county allotment for CalloCalloway county circuit court
way county in the Corn-Hog Adwas closed last Friday after a two
justment program has been reweeks session. The coftunonwealth
Washington. The
ceived from
docket was completed Wednesday
county allotment in the corn conand the grand jury was dismissed
tracted
acreages is 1500 acres,
. • The Jones Druggist and Model slightly weakened by absentees Wednesdarafter returning 28 inMiss Katie Hicks and Miss Mary which will amount to $9000.00.
Calloway county high schools
Cleaneri have cinched the first slid Stubblefield and his cohorts dictments. Many equity and civil
The county allotment in 'hogs
Hicks, sisters, received minor cuts
two positions. seemingly, in the hold them 'to a Spotless -core dur- cases were handled Thursday and will open Monday, August 27.
and bruises Monday night when Is 3800 head, which will amount
Murray - softball league for the ' g the first three innings although Friday as court procedure pro- Speakers have been arranged for
their car crashed into a telephone to $18.000.00.
rapidly. Several cases and programs have been plansecond half with the completes%
'druggists boasted only a single gressed
total
sum
The
for the county in
pole at the Beale Motor Co. corre' dismissedand set forward. ned for opening exercises.
of a two weeks winning straits
or to the fifth. The druggist
.- -err •
ner. The car was traveling at •g the Corn-Hog Adjustment proRepresentative
Waylon
Raye & strong bid in the -tinei
The cleaners stand with ten
Frank A. Mchlur'LV'tesi ine ,
rman of. slow rate of speed and only_glight gram Ws-427,000.00 to be distribburn will be at Almo; Joe T.
and a single loss and the drug,*
Dr. Jobe% W. C,arr, prcsdent of
w
i
n
e
a
d
scoring
four
funs
-off
the Federal Power Commlition, damage was done to the' rachine. uted among the Corn-Hog conLovett, New Concord; Supt. M. Murray_ State _Coileg_e when
are close in with nine wins and a.
Washington, D. C., told he Mur- Katie' Hicks received slight laenra- tract signers.*
0. Wetither, -Lynn - Grove: George
odwealrI
couple of poor nights. They meet
000 214 2-9
ray Chamber of Commerce in a tion of the scalp and Mary Hicks
Hart, Faxon; The Rev, E. B. Mot- opened 11 years ago as a "normal
ler the first' game of the L.
100 020 4-7
Renal'
letter received this week that he received a cut and bruise on the
ley, Hazel, Holman Jones, prin- school" and now president add
night of the season but in the 1,mexpected the Waldo interests alid lower lip. They were accompanied
cipal of Kirksey High, will make dean. Friday, morning told the
The Model Cleaners held their
terim the gap between them wdi
'the Tennessee Valley Authority by Charles Sexton and Carltod
Two From Calloway Among 1311 his opening speech for his first summer "graduating elms of that
first
likely broaden.
place position
Thursday
to come to an agreement soon as Olitland. both of whom escaped
semester as school head there as institution that .-Its founding was
Graduates; Sanford Gets M. A.;
The Jones Druggist, lifter start- htght with an 8-9 win over the
Another machine was
to the construction of the Aurora injury.
will Dewey Crass at Pleasant Val- not the result of the machinations
Wells Overbey B. L.
ing with a mammouth lead, were Elmhurst team to hold their first
Dam on the Tennessee River neat coming north on Third.
ley Junior High.
of any group of selfish and de'rushesi..to a 12-11 figiish -by the ppsition of eight wine with 9
here, but that if this was not
John Ryan Given Leave of Ab- Sunburst 'teirrestn. Tuesday night's single loss. Model opened for a
signing men as some would have
T. A. Sanford received his M.
Commission
done the "Power
sence Due to Health; City
you believe", but that -it was Conand Sunburst
first tilt. The druggist capitmlized single
netsdiated A. degree and Wells Overbey rewould proceed about September
Seeks New Fire Rating.
ceived in righteousness by .some
on themituation in the first fraMe with a single in the second and ceived a Bachelor of Laws degree
1 and decide the matter which had
of the most noble citizens of the
to score sie runs and added four the third savi'each team score two at the University of Kentucky last
been submitted to It in a piblic
commonwealth."
T. W. Crawford was named act- in the secohsr tee atand with the rens to tie 3-3.
Friday, One hundred and fiftyhearing on May 13, 1934."
Including the 87 fraduates in
102 mo 0_8 eight were graduated from the
ing city attorney at an ad- seemingly intereitAlisi, lead Of Model
''A recent conference with a
May, the total number us degrees
012 010 0-4 State Institution.
10-11 -to open the third.. The drug- Sunburst
counmeeting
of
the
journed
city
representative of the TVA and Chamber of Commerce Awaits
The Bluebirds took their first
pair and the milkSanford, former principal of Sr'.4111404111111111111rami a Cheaper conferred for the past school year
cil ,Monday morning. The city gist_ added a
also with one of the attorneys
Hearing on Invitation to Place
Was approximately 120. the largest
Wal- dame of the second half in the Murray High School, has worked
men counted three runs.
'Fertilizer • Among Assets
for the Waldo interests encouraged
council gave John Ryan. city at- drop held the druggist to listless Thursday final tilt winning 6-1 on his M.
in history.
Headquarters Here,
Seen in Valley.
A. degree during two
me to believe that the parties
torney, an indefinite leave of ab- Plegiator. Ilse remaining IV= ill- evisr-We Resell druggist. . The summer
Ilse ideals of the founders -of the
teems.'
Mr.
Saateed.
will probably be able to reach an
as enumerated •-•by the
The Murray Chamber of Corn- sence at its regular meeting last nings while
chipped Bruebirds came to life in the ini- to Danville after being connected
his team
Sweet potato starch, a seed poagreement soon, but if this is not merce, of
'which Mayor W. S. Friday. Mr. Ryan secured the away at Banks for scorer in each tial inning to score three runs with the Murray schools for nine tato cooperative, .cheaper fertilizer, "Grand Old Man" of Murray were:
done the Commission will proceed
tlio
eanve due to his physical condi- inning.
It was to be a part of Kentucky's
aad added another three in the years. Overbey has been a stucooperaime accounting 'systems, system of education, located in the
without undue delay to decide the Swann is president, is- actively
nilth The Druggists eased in their dent at the University fur two
642 000 0Jones
drive
continuing
for
the
imits
before
refrigerating
it",
plants for meat and Western part of the state; it. was
matter now pending
The city authorities are work- Sunburst
_ . .
the run in the fourth,
003 312
years and is to be highly praised
fruit, national parks, land and to be thoroughly democratic, deMr. McNinch said trellis letter to mediate
t h e ing on securing for the City df
construction, of
Miteebird
300 030 0-6 for his strenuous efforts in securforest reclamation, rural electri- voted to the training of teachers;
e Murray Chamber of Corn- Aurora Dam. While no reply has Murray a new fire rating. They
xall
000 100 0-1 mg his la w decree. He was one
The Model Cleaners played softfication-these are but a few of the with a eQuXse of study _that would
=pact to get the.zating_!rpm
A,of 'the outstanding' debaters- -of
bait'with the eeteetiuirmFthee
WA projects which West Ken- change as the needs of the people
we
-I...Commission gin, TVA chairman, in reference eight to class seven.. One of the
PO
The felleral to defeat the Bankers 13-6 in the ,Friday night the Bank of Myr- Murray State College when a
tucky and Tennestee may realize changed: the faculty was to be
-chairman said it was expected the to the invitation to make_ Mur- stipulations of .the new rating is Second game. Xhe bankers
`standing with Parker Broth- student there.
when the Aurora 'Dam is con- composed of scholarly men and
GO* on a four win and a
--- TVA ..and the Waldo -interests ray headquarters for the dam, of- the securing laf tour to stay at' the In on the Model blpwup that startstructed near here. the Murray women: the plant was to consist
fire house during the night. The
of
ComChamber
ficials
of
the
e
loss
basis,
trimmed
the
gacontinued
hard
throws
and
ed
with
would be able to adjust their difChamber of Commerce has learned of buildings, grounds. and equipmerce are hopeful that "the invi- new rating has not been secured alternating between a hit, error ragemen 14-2 and the Vandevelde
ferences 'soon, but did not state
from statements recently made ment that was simplessadequate,
tation will receive a favorable but indications are that it will go and a walk until six runs had been eltd Sunburst outfits playing the
here. by „Dt. A. E. Morgan, chair- artistic, and useful: the environthrough and that it will .mean
the exact nature of the differences. consideration..
•
banked. The crowds attacked the second game held the same poslman
of the TVA.
savings
merisidereble
property
to
ment WW1 to be friendly and
'cif---Corn.14litTAYL-Cilinnber
Ciregisrdlor
1V
Congressman
hon
1and
the- plumbers pushed
champions f6 -add icT their misery.
7- The
_anntlie.t_possfbilitst -we
• Elder weakened in- the management was eld, who has been taking a owners te-isssuraneemeatea- ot-115$'Inliknien-colfh a ifiort
merce, headed by ITT: S.
c7r7for tied in
thinking of planning 1 factory for to be able and honest, "free hen
vacation in the
in of 8-7.
needed
president. has officially invited the much
the first and second innings to conCaton Thurman Named to Teach manufacturing laundry starch from the - blighting influence. of politics
The Bank had a wild time in
TVA to snake Murray headquar- Sinekies, has arranged conferences
es scoring
to the t clweaans errs
Madseinatics; Miss Nadine
sweet potatoes", Dr. Morgan de- and from the more debasing inflefirst lining scoring nine runs
ters for the Aurora Dam, and is with Dr. Morgan at Knoxville
po
Overall Returns.
glared in explaining the possibili- ence of nepotism and personal
d leaving the greasers hopeless
pushing the project,. hoping for during the past week in an effort
-for the cleaners 2 runs in the
ties of the Tennessee Valley. "Most
he immediate construction of the to secure an early adjustment of
fourth with a homer and one on. behind. Parker scored singles in
The faculty for the Murray State of the starch used in this counYour Alma Mater
t45,000,000 power project on the the difficulties which have preThe Model was taken 3 up and the second and fourth for their College Training School as an- try is
shipped in from Europe.
A story is told of Michelangelo.
vented the beginning of work on
Sennessee River in Kentucky.
--- -three down in the fateful fifth in two runs.
nounced last Saturday includes Our experimental stations have the great sculptor, that he was
810 013 0-14 six new members,
On May 23, 1934, the Federal the Aurora' Dam. An early re- L. Y. Woodruff Was Outstanding which the Bank scored heavily. Bank of Murray
including Clif- discoyered that sweet potatoes found one day by his friends workRealness Man and Scientific
Power Commission conducted a port as to the results of these con_ 010 100 0- 2 ton Thurman,
Boots Jeffrey made the circuit in Parker Garage
Carman Graham, make • better starch than
that ing furiously with hammer and
Waldo's
G.
Is
expected
ferences
upon
W.
Mr.
in
Past
Years.
Farmer Here
public hearing on
the sixth with one on.
Gene
and Miss Nadine Overall who re- which is shipped from Europe. c4sel. on a block of marble
which
- claim for a license to build the Gregory's return.
000 341 11-8 teens'
Hughes made a' "catch of the ev- limedevelde
,
atter a year's abserteiti2"
4. We Aar --:lowspligpiliallto pool- 1+44 -been vast aside as - worthiess
With an office in the Gatlin
Word has been received here of ening" in the fourth robbing Sunburst
Atmore Dam as a private project
000 052 0 7
Clifton Thurman, son of the bilities of developing sweet po- two 'generations before.
of the Southern Industries and building across from the Bank of the death of L. Y. Woodruff at his Charles T. Yarbrough of a plain
Rev. and Mrs. J. H. Thurman. has tato starch as an industry for
"What .are' you up to now?"
Utilities, of which Waldo is pres- Murray, the Murray Chamber of home in Wichita Falls, Texas, of ordinary home run.
been given a position. He is a communities removed
from
a queried - some of his friends, het
Commerce is continuing to sign Wednesday of last week.
Mr. Model •
ident.
260 202 1-13
graduate of the college and taught ready market for their vegetables in derision.
The TVA asked the Power new members. Over 150 business Woodruff became prominent in Bank
No 060 0-- 6
one year in Canalou, Mo., and for and fruit".
-Freeing an angel" was the
Commissidn to reject the com- firms and individuals in the city real estate business after moving
Dr. Morgan also explained how laconic reidy.
the past year taught in the Jackpany's application for a license, have become members. _ All per- from Murray to Texas. He was a
Monday Night
one
community
was being made
sonville Junior College. JacksonWhen his wnrk was finished
declaring that private control and sons interested an becoming mem- member of the Christian church
The Bluebird
teem tightened
prosperous by formation of "seed the world had another master.
ownership would seriously inter- bers are asked by the secretary to there and served the church tn theirs clinch on the final rung Waylon Rayburn Will Supervise ville, Texas where he also coachpotato cooperatives- with semi- piece of are-The Kneeling Angst
ed athletics.
fere with the integrated proiram make application at the Chamber _official capacity.
Monday night as they went down
Instruction of 147 Unemployed
Carman Graham is well known cold storage facilities: "We have of Bologna. Others saw only a
Surviving is his widow. Mrs. L. to a 20-5 defeat before the Jones
of development laid out for 'the of Commerce office.
Teachers at College.
in the eounty being a resident of helped them to buy the best seed rejected and wofthless block of
Mr.. Swann. who has taken the Y. Woodruff, from a prominent Druggist.
Tennessee Valley by . the TVA.
Doc
Carr. on
the
potatoies, and
have
had them marbie,• the great sciflptor saw an
The Aurora Dam is one of the lead in the Atmore, Dam agitation, Murray family. She is a sister of mound for the cafe men, seemed
•
imprnoned angel.
A training school of unemployed the west side. He is also a grad- treated, to protect them
from
sites scheduled for development believes that with the settlement 0. T. Hale. Mrs. Ben Schroeder, bewildered by the number of er- teachers 'who Will be in the or- uate of the college and has been
The greatest thing in anything,
blight
or.
other
diseases".
connected with the Sedalia . High
of the Waldo controverts, the and Mrs. Walter Stubbelfield. He rors made in the initial frame and ganization of the
be it a work of art, a piece et
by the TVA this year.
emergency relief
Remarking
that
Congress
had -machinery, or a college, is Ho
At the hearing in May, counsel Tennessee Valley Authority will be also leaves ,-41 brother and other added to this a 'number of walks education will be held at Mur- School for sometime. He formerly provided
the TVA with authority ideals back of it. Next in infor the TVA argued that Waldo's able to proceed soon on the ac- relatives.
that allowed the druggist eight ray State College the week of taught in New Mexico schools. He to study the
problem of fertilizer, portance is the skill with whic,
Mr. Woodruff was prominent in runs.
company was not financially re- tual prellininary... work for the
The feccrnd fame
was September 3-8. Waylon Rayburn, Is president of the Murray State Dr. Morgan said: -We
are work- the workman uses the tools which
"' •
sptapsible„that alleged exxpenses $45,000.000 project.
before slightly better
business circles
Murray
as the druggist supervisor of emergency educa- College Alumni Association. Mr. ing on it and
while we do not are available to realize the ideals.
Graham will serve as principal of
leaving here. He was in the drug counted seven. Clifton Brown re- tion, will be in charge of
Incurred by he company under the
You are all familiar with the
the
the senior high school which was want to make any promises yet, physical
store business in the firm Of Dale lieved Carr of his bothers early training school and will be
preliminary permit were of doubtaspects of this college.
assistit seems to us 'that we shall be
.
Meets
W
recently
reinstated.
& Woodruff,_ located where the in the game and the Bluebird ed by members of the college
ful propriety, that construction by
You
know
its buildings and
-atste to get cheaper fertilizer".
Dale & Stubblefield firm is now team tightened to hold the drug- faculty
Waldo at Shannon Landing. the
Miss. Nadine Overall will retiern
and
various city and
The TVA is primarily interested groundss its library and laboratories: yau know its faculty and
located. He was ale" prominently gist to four additional runs. .The courify superintendents of the
site proposed by his conhpany
dis- to the faculty after a year's leaqe in phosphates and Dr. Morgan the
diffedent curricula which are
The Woodmen of the. World will known as a scientific farmer and birds scored. three runs in the trict.
would drown out 11 feet of water
of absence. Other members addsaid the farmer is unable to offered here. You know many of
at the proposed Pickwick Dam up- have M big program at Benton, owned a farm Southwest of Mur- sixth with the aid of a three bagThe teachers will come from ed to the faculty who are new to "raise- phosphate as he able
the
students who have frequented
to
stream and it would lose eight feet Saturday, September 1. The pro- ray and was often consulted as an ger by Auburn Wells.
Henderson. Todd, Union, Christian the community are: Mrs. Mary produce nitrate through lespe- these halls: you have recited with
of usable head between Shannon gram will start early in the day expert on farming principles_ He Jones
871 013 0,20 counties and all counties West -to Edna McCoy Hall, instructor in the deza.
-Today 'when you buy them, played with them. shouted -had many friends in Murray and Bluebirds
and Aurora. The Tennessee Val- and last until late at night
100 113 0- 5 the school here. Their duties in college art department to take phosphate, you buy a
mixture that with them in the hours of victory
All members of the W. 0. W. in Calloway county.
ley Authority further contended
The, Moder Cleaners stren_gthL__ the emergency relief work will the place of Miss Marearet_Woold- -contains 80 perrent
'and '"gistornedd--with them in the
ground
lithe, hours of defeats;
that, it -Watdo were given - a - li- Calloway county are -urged ttr -ate-ened--their claim to the first _rung begin immediately with the com- ridge, who has taken a leave of stone
(Thank goodor some similar inert subness, there has been more shoutcense to build the dam, the gov- tend this meeting. Class of .78 to
by their defeat of' the Resell pletion of the training course absence to study art in Europe; stance",
he averred. -We are ing than "glooming".)
You are
ernment would be involved in be initiated at the night meeting.
W. C. Schultz, extension and study
dryggist 9-7.
The Model was here.
working on the possibility of ship- familiar with
the growth
and
There will be plenty of eats,
damage suits resulting from the
center department: Mrs. Arlene ping
phosphate in concentrated splendid development which your
Organ, Morganfield, secretary to form
TVA plans to control the flow by music and entertainment. Some
to neighboring factories, Alma Mater has made in a single
the superintendent and principal
use of Norris and other storage of the best drill teams in the state, To date 120 notices have been
probably cooperatives near the decade, how it has taken an honwill takes part in the program.
of the training school. •
dams in the upper valley.
sent to' farmers who have over
farms where the fertilizer will be orable place among the teacher,
chairMorgan.
TVA
E.
tobacacreage
of'
Dr. A.
estimated their
used. At these cooperative fac- colleges of the nation, how its
man wrote a letter to the commisco to destroy this excess acretories, crushed limestone •'Will be credits are recognized at faCe
value everywhere and how its
age, ranging from one-tenth of an
sion asking it to reject the privmixed with it, the; saving about
goiduates are welcomed to any of
.acre to one and one-half acres.
ate corporation's application, say80 per cent, of the freight costs. the graduate schools
Fair
in
Louisville
September
10of the counHearty cooperation in the com- Winner to Receive Varied I
ing that 80 per cent of the value
We are experimenting to. see how try.
15. Other expense of the Callopliance of the tobacco program
of Aurora would result from govTen were jailed here Sunday cheaply fertilizer
Prizes; Selection Here
These things. I repeat, are well
can actually be
way
winner
deemed
necessary
will
thrutighentsthe county has been
ernment investment and "there
afternoon by Sheriff Carl Kinglna made and
September 6
_distributed at a reason- known to you all, but you may
be furnished by the Young Busseems to be .no good reason for it Event Held at Beekusbure Wed- given. County Agent J. F. Cochand Deputy Jailer Albert Parker. able profit. We
believe we can not be so familiar, and the people
Club.
iness
Men's
ran
states.
to give over the ownership or
The
crowd
was taken just East of open up the way to
nesday, August 1.5, Graves, Callocheaper fer- In general may not be so familiar,
The Young Business Men's Club . At the Nate -Pair, the first two
operation of the power feature to
ProCounty
Tobacco
Calloway
the railroad while drinking and tilizer for the
with the ideals which lie back 'of
way Breeders Sponsors.
farmer.
corporation".
Is
Dr.
Morpaging
Miss
them all.-ideals, whose partial
private
Control
has
Association
duetion
Calloway Minty winners will be given their choice shooting dice.
a
The'party was
realization
the
principal
that
have made this young
value
gan added
About 500 herd *owners and set Saturday, August 25. as the and plan to make'every effort to to a trip to the Century of Pro- made up of six negroes and four
institution virile and useful Met
of Aurora as a power site was in friends attended the joint meeting last day for correcting tobacco obtain the
white men. They were locked in
young lady that musks gress, Chicago, or a trip to the
beautiful,-ideals, if allowed to
the fact that the TVA was de- of the Jersey owners of Graves and contracts and all, contracts unjail over night and given hearings
continue to unfold, will develop
veloping a series ,of power dams Calloway county, south of Backus- finished by above date will be the highest in beauty to send National American Beauty Con- Monday.
into a greater, a fairer mid a more
to the State Fate September 10-15. test in New York with the first
on, the Tennessee River which burg Wednesday. The program in- eaneelits& useful institution than we can
representing 1'Kentucky and the
would supplement each other ac- cluded a talk by Fordyce Ely, who
Every young woman in Calloway
envision even at this time., .
•
second will accompany her. There
cording to the seasonal flow of spoke on dairying and its possibiliIt has been my goqd fortune to
county and the city of Murray
Election to Be Held Saturday:
will also be rich merchandise
have
water.
been
associated with this
from the ages of 16 to 25 are
Board of Directors Met
ties, and a,.talk by L. A. Vennes on
prizes . in Lbuisville. The winner
college since its very inception. I
The Southern Industries and the AAA program.
eligible to enter the contest.
pt Offices Monday.
in New York will get several
was
admitted
to the councils of
Utilities company was granted a
Miss Ola Mai Farmer has been
Committeemen have been selected thousand dollars in prizes and
The Jemmy picnic has been an anthe Educational Commission of
K. R. Patterson, superintendent to call on the young ladies who
, preliminary 'permit in August, nual affair for several years and
The
named
truant
Board
officer
for
Murray
Of
Control: of the 1921. I was probably the first per-probably a chance in the movies.
1031, and claimed at the hearing much interest is shown each year of city schools in Mayfield, has have aspects of a winner and inWestern
Dark
Fired
Tobacco mats with whom Dr. Frank BachThe Calloway county winner will and Calloway Ote2rig7ts Miss Farmlast May that this permit gave it The meeting. this year was on the been appointed as secretary of vite them to enter the contest
Growers Association will be elect- mann, the educational expert who
the right to a formal license if Prince Hughes farm, South of the First District Educational As- However, if you do not get an in- enjoy a free trip to the State er was named at a meeting of the ed Saturday and
nominees were made that survey, discussed the
- the conditions of- the permit had Daekusburg. S. E. Wrather aided in socigtion.
He received his ap- vitation from some of the mem- Fair and will be entered for fur- board Monday of last week and flamed at a meeting of the 'board need and the advisability of esbeen met. Dr. Morgan has an- Making the' plansfor the attendance pointment Friday. Supt. Patter- bers, you are urged and asked'to ther wins with the possible trips began her duties Monday, August of directors held at
the offices tabliahieg two additional state
normal schools-one to be located
nounced on several occasions that of Callotvay breeders..'
son succeeds M. 0. Wrather as call in person at the Capitol Thea- to New York or Chicago. The
here
Monday.
Other
regular in Western
20.
Kentucky, and one to
the Aurora Dam will not be built
secretary of the organization.
tre and Mr. C. E Marris will list clut here is very anxious to secure
business
of
the
beard
of.
directors
be located in Eastern Kentucky.
Miss Farmer is a graduate of
Since Chairman McNinch has
by a private corporation.
you for entrance into the event. the most beautiful young ladies
was attended. to at the meeting This. college grew
out of the eduof the county for the judging here. Murray State College and has been
The Murray Chamber of Com- definitely promised to take action
CHURCH NEWS
The judging event will be held
Monday.
s
cational needs of the people of
merce has learned, according to soon if the controversy is not adA revive-Mr-in progress at Thursday night. September 6, at
Suggestions from persona sivho a teacher at Curia nign dciiool for
Nominees for the board of con- the coritmonwealth. Its founding
an Associated Press dispatch, that justeein the near future, the Mur- Brook's Chapel. The Rev. Virgil the Capitol Theatre and eompetent know beauty talent will be ap- the past four years.
trol • are all proniinent" tdbacco was not the result of the machinaif the Power COmmission should ray Chamber of Chrnmerce feels Mitchell is doing the preaching. judges will be available. Tom Mc- preciated. by the club and any
men who have been active in the. tions of any group of selfish and
decide that the TVA has the legal that West Kentucky may expect
The revival at Russell* Chapel Elrath and C. E. Morris, Manager young woman is urgently invited
GRAVEYARD CLEANING „„,„ organization. They ace:
Boone designing men es same would have
status and power, ahd as such an early and satisfactory conclusion will begin Sunday with the Rev. of the theatre, are in charge of to list herself for entrance. The
•
Hill. president 'of the association: you believe. It was conceived in
should develop the project, it could of the whole matter. Congressman W. A. Alde_rdice preaching.
the contest and are aided by other 'Young Business Men's Club are
There will be a graveyard clean- Houston Lax, W. H. Finney, E. A. righteousness by some of the most
noble citizens of the commonreject Waldo's application or re' Gregory hag been in Knoxville at,
There will be an ice cream members of the Business Club. anxious to have a winner and in- ing it Temple Hill Thursday Hilliard. IL C. Shemwell,
Joe L. wealth-George
Colvin.
Judge
fee the case to Congress for action intervals during the poet week, supper at Independence church The Capitol management will do- tend to have entrants from every afternooh. August 30.
All per- Stewart. A. C. Jones, W. II. Dun- Alex G. Barreits.Dr. J. L
Harman
under the 'Ater power act of seeking to expedite the construe- for the benefit of the church. nate $15 toward the expense of part of the country in the judging sons in the cemetery are asked away, A. E. Thompson,
aed Elbert and 'the other members of that
tion of the dam.
1920..
....Siturday night, August 75
the-winner
in the trit-to the 'State here.
to bg present.
Yarbrough.
iContinued On Page Iwo)
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Cleaners. Druggist Citich First Two Posts
With Long Letitls in League
,
Standing of Last Half.

Two Get Cuts
• •Power Commission to
In Car Crash
Settle Controversy if
Others Fail

OPEN MONDAYIIauds Founders-" and
Speaks on "Your
Alma Mater"

ACTION CERTAIN
.„..._
-

51 GRADUATES .

SANFORD, OVERBEY
GET U. K. DEGREES

T. W. CRAWFORD
AcTING CITY AM.

CIVIC GROUP SEEKS
DAM OFFICES HERE

TVA GIVES VALLEY
POSSIBILITY LIST

...
hth

TRAINING SCHOOL
fACULTY NA

FORMER RESIDENT • fr,,obur::.
DIES IN TEXAS

III)

TRAINING SCHOOL
HERE SEPT. 3-8

w 0
at'
Benton September 1

Farmers Grow Too Much Weed.

Who'll Be Miss Calloway at
the Kentucky State, Fair? Ten

Jailed Here
Sunday Afternoon

HUNDREDS ATTEND
JERSEY OUTING

K. R. Patterson Is
New FDEA Sec'ry.

Ola Mai Farmer
Is Truant Officer

TO NAME TOBACCO
BOARD OF CONTROL

g

C.

s

1
-

PACE TWO

THE LEDG.ER & T1MS. MURRAY, KENTUCKY, THURSDAY 4FTERNOON AUGUST

of the Edectitional Commission. umerated above wouldsQever. have great many people rather thaw its
Perhaps ja irould . he a better been realized in 000Cttte lanat concentration in tbe Whet diva
pre meallisteekpolloff
stateetp
-trde-Po --Biat-otkeet who if they had not Ikea
Christianized dekomacy
have
c't also.
this college wry as the mese
Kies manna gatertauss
These are but 'a few of• /heals- to economics as well as to
t. 4ConUnued from Page One)
ideals and that threeqrhout its deMiss Ann HerrOn entertained
Fortunately this institution Is
----- velopment these ideals have been tinguished services rendered to
this institution by' Dr. Rainey T. located in the very mithit of _mee the Young__People's Division of
corniniseiore
My LOW- cherished. safe
.----guarded and de- Wells, Long may he live! Even of the areas in which this great the Hazel M E. Church. Friday
. never allow any man to cast fended.
.
spite 01_ ridicule. longer may he be remembered by experiment is being made. ghir
In
evening, with isolawn party at
on the lair pale of your criticisms, intrigue
and , attack the sons and daughters
liturray sons and daughters will havi an the home of her parents. Mr, and
Mater
.
.
from diverse and different sources. Stale Teachers College.
opportunity to share in this great
Mrs. T. a Herron. Intereking
; Ideals of the Founders
these ideals hate been wrought
experimenk.
Triumphent ..0wer Critielegi
The ideals as itonce-ivad by the into the stnicftire of its organizagames andOunique contests featur.I shall not attempt to review the, One of the dreams that I have
founders et this college may -be tion-into its very being.
ed the evening's entertainment
You
difficulties and dangers which this long cherished is some kind of
soszunarized only briefly.
cannot conceive of the developA delicious, salsa plate was
-This college was to be a part ment of this college to the state institution has encountered from work ?program whereby any young weed by the hostess, assisted
by
pereon of talent. indu,
try and
of, a great system of education for it has now attained without mas- the very beginning I bear no ill
will to its critics. I am . even courage may have an opportunitf her mother. Mrs. T. S. Herron. and
all of the people of Kentucky.
ter workmen who wrought the
It was to be located la the ex- ideals into concrete form---not per- willing to duncede that much of to work his way through collage Mrs. Alice Jones:
Those present were:
Leine western portion of the state fect to'be sure-not finished by the critic.ism was made in good and to secure throUgh his own.
educational
opportunitiss Miss Sadiet N. Brandon. Miss
Where there were no colleges- ie any, means-but adthing of good- faith by honest but mistaken men. forts
a region separated by great rivers ness and beauty where the Intel- The thing that I wish to call equal to those of the most favored. 'Hazel Jones, Miss Oudrey Rose,
from the rest of the common- lect may develop and the human especially to your attention is the A person acquiring an education Miss Virginia Miller, Miss Elizafact that in spite of a veritable in this way would acquire vastly
wealth.
seal catch glimpses of higher and
barrage of critieisim this institu- more than Anowleige. He would beth Jones, Miss Mildred Edwards,
• It was to be a thoroughly demo- better things.
tion-your fair .
- young mother--- receive a training and develop a Miss Hurl Jones, Miss Laurtne
cratic institution in which the
Judge Thomas and Dr. Wells
has continued to grow, and to de- character which would be of in- Curd. Miss Gertrude Vance, Mrs.
chiltiren of all of the people might
I must pause here to pay a velop, and to become fairOr and estimable value to the Itipublic. Alice Jones,
• have an equal opportunity for a
special tribute to two master more useful every year. The only
Harold Edwards. Bob Turnbow.
It is possible that the Tennessee
clallege edueatien.
g ftreS f critic= Valley experiment will -epeeClaude Wilson. Gteineth Sharon
-It was to be a normal school in workmen. Judge H. Thomas and effect thet
Owen, H. E. Brandon, Tons Turnlee best- Mime of the word---a Dr Rainey TO Wells. if it had have had is to burn away the gates of opportunity to many
Even the barW
and serving young men and
ettOel orhorie etriefo-trateledff was not been for their workmanship divas.
bow, Miss Ann Herron, Mr. and
-stymie- efedakehOod
WOMen to _achieve a toilets* iigisr- Mrs. T. S. Herron: --OUt cif—town
to - train leachers -wins .would- go we would net be here today. ----4
4.
,
14m
t-people knolii our in- Odic e aimed at her very heart adios at this institution.
jeta all farts of the community 0
to Judge Thomas. His have braille Sind
Uen hans I repeat, the greatest days of gusts were Mks Reba end 'Billie
teach:at* children. not catty
Burke Brown. Na
,vll1eL Sae
t ------treatments-of tearntrig-bnt -thi deliatomitifacsi was -rendiseed Ea- the -at-- her --feet,
there011ege are aimed- Or us.
Bruce Jones, Durbasie 'Ni G., W. D.
Bat What M the.-Putare?
ebsOalisses of the Court of Appeals
art of living.
'
OW of Our Needs
Kelly. Jr., Nashville.
The past is behind us. the II-res4,
-Ilse course it study was to be at Frankfort. It wasoin the year
One of the needs of this college
a' VitaLaillig-which Would change., Ilgt and the court •-iiras_oabout to ent is with us. What concerns us
A delightful social event of the
as the weds end conditions of the adlourn for vacation, The consti- most, is the future. . What is.. in is for the people in general ,to
tutionality of the law creating store for your Alma Mater? Will really know it. Of course, they week was a picnic ,given by the
people cheep.
Oltie facidtj was to be composed this college was to be decided. her future be as bright as the know about it in a general way, ladies of Hazel in honor of Mrs.
but they do not know it intimately
of scholarly . - and professionally A conference of the judges showed splendor of her past?
To my way of thinking, the and personally as they deserve to H. E. Lamb of Frankfort. Thursed men and women of the that a majority of the members
know
it, They should know the day afternoon at the park at
of
the
achievements
court
held
the
that
opinion
of the past are only
est character who would,teach
beth by precept and by example the law creating this college was an earnest of the future. The best ideals which have been dominant Green. Plain church near Hazel.
After a pleasant social hour indays WO ahead of us. There will from the beginning. They should
and who- would regard their work uneonstitutional.
Judge Thomas not only held a be a greater. a finer and # better know the fidelity with which terspersed by songs, a delicious
as ,a. noble profession_
these ideals -have been wrought supper was served.
. . The selsool plant envoi:tins of different opinion from a majority Murray.
Other i-Oseadirsgs. will be ereOted inte its very 'tieing. They should
Wilding,, grounds and equipment of his colleagues bet he told them
Those present were:
las to be simple, adequate. artis- that he ligt-eertairo- that,' if they and -equipOsilt---The Health Build- know faculty and students and
Mr. and "Mrs. H. E. Lamb and
the
splendid morale that exists
te and useful. It was to be of would take time to give the sub- ing and the Science Buildings are
children. Elroy and Sarah Franhere.
ject
in
They
due
should
consideration,
'the offing. The sites have althey too
know the ideals
such a nature as to afford a
of progress and human betterment ces: Mrs, Will Miller and daughready been acquired.
wholesome physical environment would concur in his views'
which
case
-The
went
.
arejostered
The
over
next
course
to
the
and the efforts ters, *may and Dorothy; Mrs.
of
study
•
will be
stitoble alike for work anl
:1Le
.
widely sea- Wing'-weak; ollisseff- Bonnie -iamb-, mrs. Ruby .Hteks
of court--Th. eonstieutlonattand ettriefseel in order
PUY.
upheld_ If adept .iL_Mare fully•too& changing 'nate these ideals. amonaihe whole (Maoson . Everard. Mrs. Frances
The social environment waetolet iq___Of
people. Those- ,,who support this Steely, Mrs. Bettie Miller, Mrs.
friendly, hospitable. wholesome. Judge Tberfeis Plffd not made the civilization.
We have but to ,read the public institution and whose childcare D. N. White. Mrs, Dorothy Oliver.
morally sanitary=-an environment plea for further- consideration of
are
destined to be educated sere Mrs. Myrt 0s6urn,
among a people who opened not the case before the court this col- press to realize 'that the. greatest
Mrs. Ed Miller,
only their homes WI their hearts lege would never have dimmed its need of America' today' is the de- are entitled to know year ABM) Mrs. Sallie St. John. Miss Eva
Mater
at
•
.
her
velop:neat of a higher type of
best. . They should
tr. faculty and stedents:_ersk—'-o,
The great services rendered to moral character among our people. hear her story from Your own Perry,- Mrs- Owen Brandbri:' Mrs.
Lastly, and peetimos most tinbps,
They
college
this
by
To
this
should
task
we
Dr.
shall
Wells
see her ideals 0. B. Turnbow, Mrs. E. L Frans,
were
address
ourof all, the managIbment•of
and children, Larue and Billy, all
exemplified in your own li
aeriinan • and so varied
t I cin- selves most earnestl . Murra
lotey Should- Tarn orhe Miniseven enurners
i
-Mrs:
0 1
par .
em io
eke honest, free from the blight,
you aunister and daughter, Sadie Nell. of Riot
„Nal May will the students. of tries by the way You.
--olleloilleeni.-e ofogolltiembeas sheirt_address. Yeu-allohaiaw him
.. mi
..r liz
St. Alia, Ill, gi cee
or - debag trillthince of so wail that it is not necessary- for this college win victories on the unto other,.
roe e, inslogiae•hiass-he -will 'Wee lithletic field,and . on the platThe greatest speech which I have
victories for better heard on this campus was made
Such. in briet.' were the - ideals live in the hearts of all. I will form, but
F. G. Roane of Amarillo, Texas
4 the founders of this colleiee, therefore- enumerate only a few of govertlinene and Civic righteous- by Mr._ Allman Besde. one of the was in Hazel last week
visiting his
ness
will
his
be
won
by
services
our
people
which I deem of vital
in honored citizens of this community.
these ideals haOe been
our courts, our legislative halls and I was the only auditor. The osk brother. A. E Roane.
aseepited -by those who have come importance
---holoubt if- the- -hillereetine-this4xilities.--erotheine-members°61---thte
- BeiTeOirritsoribit -.As. and lam- Hassell Illemdetellia
and children and Mr. and Mrs.
lltegents. presidents. faculty and allege _would ever have beeerne and -elairginers of Murray. will to the new library
He was im_.
IltPlatically all others who have a law if it had not received its share in these triumphs._ .
pressed by the beauty of the Stanley Hendricks of Mt. Vernon.
Schools will not only be better building and the happiness of the Mo., visited relatives in Hazel and
hod a pert in the management and support,
I am-sere that this college would but -there Will be a finer and students at' their work. His mind vieinity last week
development of this institution,
Pirtwin$., indeed, will your Alma -not have been located in Murray richer culture among our people. reverted to the days of his youth. - Mrs. O. L. Peeler and children.
te be „if these ideals are cher- if_oie bad. nut been for Dr. Rainey Here too, the sons and daughters He was filled with emotion.
Peggy. Patricia. and 'Mary of
of Murray will play Oleo part.
abed and defended by ydu and T. .Weilie
"God still visas his people"! was Nashville are visiting
Mr. and
In these latter days when the the opelpng sentence.
I doubt if a single building. now
those who are to come after you.
Mrs. H. I. Neely this week. Sam
standlag on this camphs 'would cohorts of fascisin, communism and
Reaihatien of Ideals •
WI:too:1'71m liad - Ooncluded 'I said
Remember
that
the
master have heel erected if it had not other strange and dangerous isms "Amen",
too felt thOower of Boyd Neely. whO has been in
-Nashville several days, at-roe-ion.
are storming the citadels of popu- His vi.sitation.
sculptor not only saw the im- been for him.
prisoned angel but reinember elm ' L.:doubt. if it would have been lar government and threatening
Only the Master Workmen et rued theist home.
that he went to work with might possible to
have provided
a the very life of democracy. it will as all can free the imprisoned
W. D. Kelly. Jr.. who if in
aid main and with almost infinite maintenance fund for the support be the high privilege of the men angel-the human soul.
school at Nashville is spending a
,shill to. tree the angel.' Ideals of- this college. if the Nel..on Tax and women who have trained in
Dr. - *ells' Telegram
few days at home with his parents.
afneunt to nothing unless they are 13I11-0T-1,
324-had not been enacted this iiiitittitiort to - cherith. uphold Dr J W. Carr, President
Mr. and Mrs W. a Kelly. Sr.
realized. it was a beautiful dream Into law 'That bat provided for and defend the principles of true Murray Statg College
- Mr. and Mrs. E. D. Miller. Mrs.
saiich the members of the Educa- a millage tax for the sopport of democracy-the principles ' which
Permit me to express"my aptional CUrtriliSSiCttl had. boto_not this _college, That bat_ would not have made this nation famous and t:Wee:411ton for, your continuation Will Miller and children. Emily.
we of them was to pley an erne have- --eorititined- Owe provision If which have made its - flag leve cd. as-president--Or the college and Dallas, and' Dorothy, attended the
•
funeral of Rule Perry in MarAt this very hour in the Tennes- congratulate the Board of
portant part in making that dream it had not been for Dr. Wells.
Regents.
This institution would OCve died see Valley and in several other faculty and students, upon. secur- shall county last Saturday.
Owe true, That honor was re.
part
the
for
*reed
United States there is ing YlaW' services as administrator
e of
lingering and ignoble death If
others.
._ -_ Mr and 'Mrs_ Alton Barnett of
-Fortimately for this college. the the law creating a Board of Re- one of the greatest experiments in of 'this institution. "Vour
faith- Murray were guests of Mr. and
!limbers qf the Board of, Regents. gents had not been enacted in civic and economic development fulness, loyaltY and devotion
to Mrs. N. P. Hendricks, Sunday.
the presidents and ''almost all 1924. That law sees drawn by taking place that is to be found this college and to 'public
educaMrs. Frank Roberts and daughothers who have been directly re- Dr. Wells and his influence was anywhere. The great aim of this tion'. have been thoroughly demter, Virginia, of Bristol, Okla.,
sponsible for the devc11.-.ipment of necessary to its passage.
development is the diatributioncastrated. Bay I assure you of
-. the ideals - The 'do,
college er.- economic opportunity amon,. 3 my continued support and antici- Mrs. Noble ,Puckett of Paducah
—
pate the continued growth and use- and Mrs. T. C. Emerson. Jr.. Tipfulness of the college under your tonville. Tenn.. were guests of
adminikration. Some have fal- their aunt. Mrs. N. G. Hill, and
tered and declined but you never family Saturday.
.
have. Regret my inability to atRev. and Mrs. W. A. Baker are
tend commencement
MY- heart in Marshall county this week
is with you and expect next year
to be the greatest in, the history where Bro. Baker is engaged in a
revival meeting.
of the college,
Mr. and Mrs. Hoyt Lamb, who
Congratulations.
have been visiting relatives in
Rainey T. Wells.
Hazel and other parts-sof the
REV. MARAS,AT LYNN (=ROVE county. -left tot their hcme in
Frankfort Friday.
. -The'Rev. O. A.- Marrs.
0. B. Turnbow and sons. Torn
pastor of
First -Methodist church. Murray. and Bob, were in Paducah on
will speak to the Epworth Leagues business Monday.
a-flie--NO.Hh-PliOs District it Lynn --Miss- Jewel Hill is in Mayfield
Grove. Thuviday. .Auguit M at 8 this week guest of Mrs. Velora
P, M.
Hill,
The ,devotional exercise will be
Mrs. Elizabeth
Pearson. Miss
conducted by the Lynn Grove -Mary Paul Spellings and C. F.
League
A candle light service' Armstrong of Lexington. Tenn..
and _a "treasure hunt" has been were inalifazel Monday visiting in
planned for the rerriainde- of the the home of Mr. and Mrs. H. I.
progi-am.
Neely.
•
Galen Hurt who has been in
hospital
It _Pays
the
at Murray /or thethe (laredflede

Pr. Carr Sees Greater
Future For College

HAZEL NEWS
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past three weeks as at Hazel now Sleet Friday night in Paris, visit- ily, whom she Is now %/tilting.
conv-lescing in the home of his 04 relatives.
An eXceediallir good "Slibaceo
father, E. D. Hurt.
Ciliate C. Wilson will preach at crop is being "hotised" here.
Mrs. R. A. Nants and daughter, Ilasen's Chapel .peat " Sunda"'
Duard Zeh and family of LabMrs. Lowell Sarderfor and chil- 'Meriting at 11 o'cllick and at New buck, Texas, were here August
dren, Sherry and and Nncy of Prottidence at 2 o'clock in the 18.
He said the drouth, had
Gleason, Tenn., were visitors in the afternoon.
wrought a complete devastation.
home of Mr. end Mrs. M. A. Wagon
Mrs. E. D. Miller h,ad as her Cattle and hop goo being shot
Monday.
guest Monday' eight, Mrs. N. L. daily to rot at that place.
Little Mies Joyce Mae Hill of Chrismen, of Frankfort, Ky.
Mr. and Mrs. Elbert Broach are
Mayfield returned to her home
located at - Fort
Worth,
Misses Lula Cleyten Seale and now
Tuesday after spending a week
Mary Paul Spellings of Murray Texas. You see, Elbert is a "lucky
with -her grandparents, Mr. and
were Hazel visitors Wednesday sill", had a government job ever
Mrs. N. G. Hill.
•
since he was a baby.
I afternoon.
Mr and Mrs. C. L Hoffman
Lieut. and Mrs. W. W. Pickels,
and daughter, Bobby Lee of MemMack and Don, who have been
phis. Tenn., are in Hazel visiting
visiting Mrs. Pickles' parents. Mr.
relatives and friends.
aad Mrs. Joel Cochran for the past
Mai Ruth Parks of Dallas,
weeks, departed for Fort
.Mrs. "Elick" Crouti fell down several
Texas, is in Hazel as guest of
near San Antonio
and fractured a knee and can Sam Houston
Mrs. E. D. Millar.
not walk a step. She is past 70 August 30. The lieutiniant has
been a employee officer of the
Mr and Mrs. K. L.
*Ore years of age.
Department for th.2 past 20
in Paducah Tumid.)
, on busbies,.
Red Ray was overcome by ex- War
Miss Patricia Mason of Murray cessive heat and nervousness all years.
spent last Wednesday in Hazel last week.
Old 'Eagle" has been "under
as guest of Daily Miller.
Charley Arnett, Christhin minis- the weather" past two weeks. Had
Misses Wilmuth and Sammy ter, has returned
home from a vision of the heed. "Creek got
Herron of Plant City, Fla., are Athens, Ohio - where he hela on a high high, he got on a raft
visiting in the home of Mr. and meetings.
of drift wood, went floating down
Mrtr T. S. Herron this week
Miss Ethel Cochran, who hat stream and forgot to duck his
Bruce
- Sam
Jones. who has been been teaching school - it Mayfield hesgf as he - went isar4ar -the
&tending school at Duke Univers- for the past several years, attend- bridge".-"Eagle"
;V
as, aDurham.
. co m..
‘ace
N.tii)
C
ni, is at home ed the Coldwater tent revival
Seventy-five Meade county farmSaturday night. Her mother died
Mr. and Mrs. Fry Rose Marshall when she was but a week old and ers have been shipping 306 gallons
and children of Akron. Ohio ar- was reared up
by the Cook tam- of cream a week cooperatively.
rived in Hazel Monday night for
a two weeks stay in the county
with friends and relatives.
Dr. and Mrs. W. F. Grubbs and
Miss Maude Walker had as their
week-end guests their ni,
.•.ces, little Misses Nelle, Ann. Patsy.
Amltha, Peggy. and Patricia Walker.
Mr. and Mrs. Brown Derihsun
and daughters. Jo Ann and Kay.
and Mrs. Denhiu-res father, W. A.
Terrill of Pittsburgh. Pa.. and Mr.
and Mrs. Bob Bury of New Concord spent Friday and Saturday
with Mr and Mrs. D. N. White.
Carl Marshall. who has been
visiting in Akron. Ohio. for the
past two months returned home
this week.
Risenhosume-ot
Worth. Texas. who is visiting her
brother and sister. Chas. and
Pearl Allbritten, is in Paducah
this week with her sister. Mrs.
Toni McCuistOn.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Terrell
daughter. Mildred. ..of
.s.b4
—
Paducah were Pyre - Wednesday
visiting Mrs. Terrell's paronts. Mr.
Let US Care for YOUR Car
and Mrs. W. S. Jones.
Dr, and Mrs. A. H. Ellis. of
Providence spent the week end
In
Hazel
with
relatives
and
friends,
PHONE 300
.. E. 0. Perry was carried to the
Corn& of
Southwest
William Mason Memorial Hospital
Square
last week where he will spend a
-weeks for treatment.
Murray, Ky.
Mr. and Mrs. Allison Wilson

'

Stella Gossip

saner

LET US GREASE YOUR CAR
Let our shop grease the steering gear and
give you a soft pedal brake adjustment.
mAkeziriving easier-. Thit_

Beaman's Garage

Dear Madam:Are you PLAYED OUT while others are out playing?

l

A STUFFY KITCHEN

TURNER'S GREAT

.may be the reason

CONSOLIDATION

00000 a

0

-

Hot, stuffy -kitchens soon-take their toll, stealing your youth and
appearance away. So why sentence yourself to,another day of discomfort? It is, easy to change to Electric Cookery. Yoti7too, can join
the countless wonien who cook in cool, clean kitchens . . . kitchens
which retain their morning freshness all through those hot summer
days.

l

•

TWO BIG STOCKS must be reduced to ONE before September first.
THE CORNER STORE BASEMENT AND THE
•
FIFTH STREET STORE

Investigate electric cookery today. Learn how a small down payment will put a modern, automatic,Electric Range in your kitchen. You
will be surprised at its low cost of operation .. only about a penny per
meal per person. You will be interested, too, in its speed, its certainty,
its cleanliness and the many extraleisure hours it makes possible.

REDUCED PRICES TO MOVE MERCHANDISE WILL BE MADE
YOU WILL SAVE MUCH MORE THAN THE
SALES TAX IN THIS SALE!

every time -au are in town and take home bargains. No merchandise charged Ai these reduced prices. An opportunity like this
" does not come often. NOW IS THE TIME!

See Our Display or That of Any Local Electric Dealer

"In Conference"

Buy Standard Electrical Equipment From Any
Reliable Electric Dealer Anywhere!

Cowle in

T. 0. TURNER

Electricity is the ch,apest, the most dependable, the
most satisfactory se ant from the standpoint of. price,
economy and efficiency. Buy your electrical appliances
now.

_„EtTALCONOAVE:

500 Beautiful
Airy Rooms- Si Niel c:i Double $25°
'
without Bath Simile $2.?* Doubler
with bath

.

HOTEL

JEBAH
fvery fine hotel advantage atmoderate
ant In th/r very heart' of- Louisville.

at aw

NEWLY OPENED -THE STABLES
Bavarian Bar and Cafe Lounge
These ne% rooms as well as -the famous .RATHSKELLER are thoroughly
AIR-CONDMONED —always 70°

ELECTRICITY IS THE CHEAPEST THING
YOU BUY!

MIELBOURNt HOTEL,
aft stem force - stated
,
eh Wel di•Wean tete
connsian! They does
at the comen-ce table .pleesisir the
4/111640 codkarro(haft
mdibou••••b•edwdli Of the
ben - evca;kerit food •its mood location WO tears*tesotne
ii Stloos woe itee Mots - sea Iowan ddr e st•catir•ed bmi
arm Wane of timi Malbourries eager Itelsohtis roam
accoriutsh swe. st ins bsd.
'bur sees confererce
V had at the Melbourne Hetet-

SAMPLE ROOMS t3P-84.4/.4 $5..

1934

400 ROOMS oil with

-2.SO

Kentucky-Tennessee Light and Power Co

ord mars ‘,'?
both
ON U.S. HIGHWAYS 40 Ate0 el
wth ewe/tent somas fadditide
0 P. GREATHOUSE Manager

ON LINDELL BLVD

AT GPAND AVE

of the Associated System
MURRAY,

KENTUCKY
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THE LEDGER & TI F4:3151JRRAY, KENTUCRY, THITLIDAY
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CALLOWAY HAS 22
MSTC GRADUATES

DR. BARR'S WORK
HERE RECOGNIZED

'ST 13, 193

PACE THREE

paign. Ill., Dr. W. P. Lemon of
by
ous
oTfhthe
Iowa City, Iowa, Dr. M. E. Frampitankden
ustry for tlimprovem
neehnest
ton of Boston, Dr. Alfred Lee
steps are essential, but to be efKiser of Ann Arbor. Mich. and
Very little news this week.
fective must be participated in by
all this veritable realty of vibrant
Tobacco cutting is the order of
each and -every branch of the inmen and women who are swingCalloway Leads in Graduates With the day,.but this nice rain stopped
dustry,
including e erestille proGiven Seat in Division et Uni- ing the college and university life
everythin
g.
Supt. M. 0. Wrather, Speaker; All ducers, cream purchasers, 'ere=
82 Out of 50; 20% Increase
of America to God and His Christ.
versity Pastors for Work at
We feel grateful to Him for this
Friends, Parents, Fermer
I4ext Fall Expected.
receivers and shippers, end-cream"A sixth conference to convene
Murray State .College.
refreshing shOWei which was baderies.
Students Invited.
the
week
ending
August
ly
2,
needed.
litee
A total of 22 students out of the
"1. Cream, and milk from which
In recognition of the work he is is already being arranged and
The latest thing out, that we
50 ithat received degrees at MurThe opening exercises of Lynn it .comes,
meee be protected at
even
now
doing
promises
the
campus
on
to outstrip all Grove
of Murray
ray State College at the close of know of is, the last shower of
High
&Moot will be held every stage from contamina
State Teachers College, Dr. J. C. the past."
tion
the 10-week summer term are tobacco worms on late tobacco.
In the high
school auditorium with filth: Scrupulous cleanlines
s
The seem to be curtailing pounds Barr,' who is the minister of the
listed from Callowuy county.
Monday morning, August 27. at
person
and
surroundings, conPresbyterian
First
Church
of
9:(ei o'clock with Supt. IA: 0. tainers and
With the 67 who received de- rather than the acreage, so sit up
equipment is a governMurray. was. given a seat in the
grees on May 31 of this year, the and take notice of them.
Wratber as principal speaker.
ing factor at all stages in the proDivision of University Pastors at
total number of graduates for the
Students, former students, par- duction and handling
Read Isa. 55, also Rev. 22.
the, Fifth Annual Conference of
of sound
ents, and friends of the school are wholesom
school year 1933.34 came to a
e cream as in the case
Mrs. Alice Alexander of Ben- Ministers held in the Presbyterian
total of 119, one of the largest ton and
cordially
invited
be
to
present
for of any product intended for huher son, Albert Alexan- Theological Seminary of Chicago
graduating. classes ep the history der of Washingto
Sunday, September 2, at 240 P. the opening day exercises. man food.
n. D. C., visited July 30 to August 4 inclusive.
of the institution.
M.
the
Methodist
church will begin
The faculty for this. _years is • "2. Containers
relatives and friends in this secDr. Barr says:eland utensils of
a
training school for Christian composed of: T. C. Arnett, agricul- all
A 20 per cent increase In en- tion a few days ago.
kinds used in connection with
"This prowed to be the greatest workers.
There will be three ture, Huron Jeffrey, mathematics; milking
rollment at Murray State College
and with the separation,
Quite a number from the Locust conference, in4-numbers, to date.
teachers employed in the school; Sallie Howard, English: Modest
is expected when the doors of the Grove
storage
and
church visited the Holiness The actual 'registered enrollment the
transportation
of
Rev. G. C. Fain, pastor of Clark, social science; Eula mar
college open with regular 'regis- Chuch
cream through every sage up to
Stubbliefied
near
last was 279 ministers, These. were First Church:
, Paris, Tenn., will Doherty, home making and sci- and
tration September 17. Freshman Sunday.
including its manufacture
Bro. Collier of Nashville largely alumni of this great'sem- offer
the course in administration; ence; Modell Miller. 5th. and 6th. .into
registration will be held Saturday, is holding a two
butter must be of such conk
weeks meeting inary. _But there were also pres- the Roy.
A.ILliaimairsio
September 15. Many of these are there at that church with fine ent, ministers
ll. Jack- grades.; Miele Mae Swann. 4th. struction as to permit
thorough.
from other schools son, Tenn,, conference
expected to enroll from Calloway SUCCe9S.
director of and 5th. grades; Reba Ford. 3nd. cleansing and to
insure effective
from all over the nation and from
OMn Pepple's. work, will teach. and 3rd...gradese Mrs. T.- C. _Arnett, protection
of
the milk or cream
Mrs Mac 'Ailey is ma 'Sitter at all over the world.
a course in -Young People's Or- lst. and 2nd. grades; Emma Dougagainst entry of dust, dirt, flies
The calendar follows: Sept. 15, this
time.
All the sessions of this confer- ganization";
and
the
General lass. piano.
freshman registration; Sept.- 17,
or
other insects, rats, mice or
Mrs. Paris Swift conducted the ence were held in the lecture Board at Nashville, Tenn., will
regular registration; Scot
The folloWleg is taken from ether animals, or any
other
18- class- prayer service at Locust Grove rooms in the chapel, and in the -furnish, a teacher for the priwork begins; Sept. 24, lice darto last
Kentucky Common School Laws: foreign material.
Sunday night with a fine stately commons (the last named maries and juniors.
register for maximum credit; Ost. interest
. "Any child who is six years. of
"3. Cleansing should immediately
and a fairly good audi- erected in 1929) on the 20 acre
The classes will meet each even- age or who will become six years
9, last day to register for credit.
follow the emptying of the parence was present. Next Sunday tract, numbered 2330 Holstead ing
during the week. All teach- of age on or before September 30
ticular container or the use or the
Those from Calloway county to night, Elder Overy York will con- street. The ministers were lodged
ers, officers, superintendents, and shall have the privilege of enterreceive degrees at the commence- duct the services. Everyone wee in the commodious dormitories,
particular equipment. The mainany one who is interested in the ing the school at the beginning of
ment program were:
tenance of the cleanliness and procorned.-"Lazy Ned".
including Fowler Hall, of the sem- work of
the Sunday School are the session." Pages 16 and 15.
tection from dirt and filth of
Lula Clayton
inary. The attendance was so urged to
Beale, Murray;
attend.
"The teacher in charge shall empty containers or
Dewey David Crass, New Concord;
greet that overflow accommodaequipment
We also extend a cordial invi- read or cause to be read a por- not in use must be
Mrs. Novella Elkins Duboise, Murtions had to be arranged in neighinsured.
tations to the other churches of tion of the Bible daily," Page 15.
"4. Cream must be kept cool.
ray; John Walter Dulaney, Murboring buildings.
town to attend these classes. There
"Each parent or guardian, X X x This means temperatu
ray; Mary Olivia Harris, Murray;
res below
"The management of the con- is no expense.
having in custody or charge any 50 degrees F. This
Hazel Jones, Hazel; William HolPostmaster H. T. Walerop dis- ference was humanly perfect unapplies to
child
between
the
ages
seven
of
every step In its storage and
If any further information is
man Jones. Murray; Anna Eliz- played fine farm products Tuesder the unobtrusive and wise disixteen: x x x shall be re-' irehsporiaIion. Methods
abeth
Kelly, Murray; Gaylon day afternoon. Several stalks of rection of Dr. Norman 7716-ehar8- desired concerning the sellable
and dequired
send
to
such
child
to
vices which are practicable for
the pastor.
Lamb, Murray; Mrs. Thelma Lyles fine corn were brought to Mur- son.
regular
public
day
School,
for the the purpose will vary under difLamb, Murray; Martha Lou Lassi- ray to be shown to friends among
Sunday worsnip at me, usual
lectures ano
addresses,
The
full term for which the public ferent circumstances.
ter, Murray. Juano Mays, Mur- which was a stalk 15 feet 4 inches
Where it is
hours: Morning worship 11 A. M.
mornings(
crowded
leavwhich
the
school
of the district in which the'impossible to control the
ray; Gaston McKeel, Murray; John tall with three developed ears.
temperThe
-pastor
will
preach
at
bath
ifternoon
s free, for recchild resides shall .,be in- session." ature of storage rooms
William Overbey, Murray; George Other stalks shorter in length had ing the
or transporservices.
x
x "Any parent or guardian tation vehicles, cooling
Ray Pogue. Lynn Grove: Dulde four ears. The corn is of the reation and study) and occupied
of contain0. A. Marrs,'Pastor
the evenings of every day, were
who elects to send a child six ers by the use of wet cloths
Mae Swann, Lynn Grove; Mary white prolific variety.
should
of
very
There
high
order.
a
were
years
of
age
shall
required
be
to
be
Lou Waggoner, Murray: Mrs. Lala
resorted to
Mr. Waldrop also had ft stalk et
Dr.
0.
C.
Wells
Sponsor
s
individual
too
many
for
any
to
keep
the
child
in
regular
attend"5. Frequent deliverieseof crealn
Ivie Watsone.Murrey; cants Wear, perShnial cotton which was 7
Club for Children ance." Page 103.
and avoidance of, mixing different
Murray; Elsie Windsor, Murray; feet in heighth. This is unusually partake of all. Choices had to
richness
made
be
and
the
the
of
lets Will facilitate Its
F. H. Splceland. Murray. •
high for cotton and Mr. Waldrop
it
Dr. 0. C. Wells is sponsor for
offerings made choosing near becreameries in the best possible
was very proud of his showing.
wildering. For instance, for lack the local chapter of a national
condition.
The corn and cotton were grown
of space all could not hear him, organization for boys and girls
-These - fundamental principles
on -his farm just South of Murknown
as
Observers
the
Club. The
but none who heard his brilliant
should- have the serious attention
ray on the Hazel Highway.
_sole
objective
of this club is eyeend. searchleg lectures will ever
The_ letter reprinted -below. of the- entire industry and shout
forget Dean Karl R. Stolz of -algid coriservation:
from the Chief of the Food and be closely and studiously observed
AT RILEY RADIO CO. -111/E1Pr-t FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
There are no dues or other fees. Drug Administration at Washing- as
Harvard.
a means of correcting unsatisWEDNESDAY
-Addresses in the chapel every The only requirement for mem- ton, has been sent to every cream- factory conditions
now existing,
Sunday School 9:30, W. Z. Carbership is, a pledge by each boy ery and milk plant in the United
evening
7:30,
at
enjoyed
be
to
by
and obviating the necessity for
-PHONE 107ter. superintendent
Come S and all,
were those of Dr. 0. W. Warm- and girl to avoid harmful read- States. Every producer of cream prosecutions under
the Food and
bring the family.
ingham of Boston University-The ing habits, and give his or her and milk should read it carefully. Drugs Act.
They are submitted
Pastor will preach next Sunday
Christ of Beauty, The Christ of eyes the same care accorded the . "The Federal Food and Drugs with the concurren
ce and approval
at 10:45 A. M. and 7:45 P. M.
Duty, The Christ of Conflict, The most priceless possession.
Act, ,which is applicable to inter- of the Bureau of Dairy Industry
Christian Endeavor at 7:0 P. M.
After
children
qualify for mem- state shipments of food products, which, upon
Perennial Christ.
'DIAGNOSTRICIAN
request, will be glad
- Prayer meeting Wednesday at
"Then there were the morning bership, they are given an attrac- defines a food as adulterated, to offer more detailed
7:45 F.: M.
suggestions
hours in the chapel filled by Drs. tive embletn and four handbooks among -other conditions. if it be to anyone engaged
in the produc"ALL ALWAYS WELCOME".
W. S. Sadler, Louis Matthews on sports, hobbies, magic, and filthy, decomposed or putrid. In tion and handling
of cream or
E. B. Motley, Pastor
Sweet, Robert Worth Frank, R. other subjects, of -interest to boys the enforcement of this statute the butter.
and girls. All of these handbooks Food and Drug Aciministr
Ames Montgomery.
a don has
"W. G. Campbell,
"The high water mark of the stress the importance of good eye- encountered 'shipments of both
-Chief"
conference was reached in the sight at play and in school. butter end cream adulterated in
"Organizers of the Observers this respect.
chapel Friday morning, when Dr.
Action has been
John Timothy Stone, pastor of Club," said Dr. Wells, "believe that taken under the law against such
this
organizati
on
will be a real shipments. Not only are consignthe Fourth Presbyterian Church
of Chicago and president of the factor in making bqth parents ments of adulterated dairy proand
their children keenly consci- ducts subject to seizure, but
seminary, spoke with characterthe
Whom ors "Asp sic-a Aiout.`.401
.
it
istic simplicity, laying down and ous of the importance of, healthy responsible shippers are liable to seit
maintaining the proposition that eyes."
criminal prosecution under the
"We want to create interest in law.
the two-fold and supreme obligation of the Christian is to live a better vision." continued Dr. Wells.
"It is evident that the objec- direful spar They slow biro. 14eGr's
Bab, Wm* is redo of the poor trilickuil
holy life and to win soul!. Again "We are anxious to arouse a tibnable conditions responsible for siorsor
sad syrup. It roma bins. Years
and again, during the delivery child's desire to have perfect eye- the adulteration are largely the slum he power diss. *wok efirectioas
of this all too brief message, great sight, and make ability to see well result of carelessness in the hand- r•Uatt
ma essith
prempbely
:
vi ee
Twe
eissise
k. T
I mess
3Se.11"41.
60c.
stores of spiritual power were re- as proud an accomplishment as to ling of the cream itself at various Holland-Hart Drug Co.,
Duvall
skate
or to swim well."
leased, and it seemed, to one
stages Isom the time of produc- Drug Company.
So, spectacles become, to a tion up to its manufactu
hearer, at least, that a revival
re into
child, a badge of honor instead of butter, and that
was due to break forth.
the condition of
"A notable event, though en- a necessary eel].
the butter itself is traceable to
tirely unofficial and infoimal, was
the unfit character of the cream
KIRKsgy CIRCUIT
the graphic statement, made on
used in its manufacture.
.request, by Dr. Samiael C. Hodge
"Producers, shippers end users
Revival begins at Mt. Carmel of cream are warned
of Lincoln University of Lincoln,
that precauPa., concerning the Oxford move- Sunday with the Rev. W. G. Walt tions should immediately be taken
of
Dresden,
Tenn., assisting the by every agency concerned,
ment. Dr. Hodge was just refrom
turned from Oxford University of pastor.
the producer of the cream to the
The Woman's Missionary Society ultimate manufacturer
England where he had been in
and shipthis movement at its full tide. will have its regular meeting per of -the butter, to correct this
our winning in the sales events in this disHe described it as a mighty Tuesday afternoon at the church. situation. The Administration has
trict. Slated against Union City, the FARMERW. M. Vaughan, Pastor
revolution that is sweeping bishops
observed with approval the steps
PURDOM MOTOR COMPANY won this sales
and clergy and laity -nobles and
event in a walk and as a result OUR SALESMEN
commoners-of the church of EngAND MANAGEMENT WILL BE GUESTS AT A
land as well as man other ChrisCHICKEN DINNER MONDAY EVENING WHILE
tians of all nations and peoples
OUR HOST EATS SARDINES!
into a great onrushing and irresistible wave of personal and
social reconsecration and revival
in the things of God and His
We wish to pass these facts on to the people
Holy Word.
this
community to let you know that the Farmof
"The lectures and seminars in
ar-Purdom Motor Company is an old and dependathe Division of University
Pasble dealership and one that is a leader in sales and
tors, under the sponsorship of Dr.
Lindsay Young Of the Board of
outstanding in their work. Such things are to
be
Christian Education, with his new
considered as well as the automobile.
young assistant. John
Maxwell
Adams. were captivating, instructive, and enthralling.
"Time fails to tell of the pulsing
personalities and messages of Dr.
Hugh Moran of Cornell Universin one of the KNEE-ACTION Chevrolets with body
by Fisher, valve-in-head motor and cable-controlled _ ity, Dr. J. Walter Malone of McKinley Memorial Church of Chainbrakes.

Kirksey Kinldets

LYNN GROVE HIGH
OPENING MONDAY
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H: T. Waldrop has
Fine Farm ,Products
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Ten Years Experience

WE ARE
PROUD ...

Helps Babies Rest
Ends Colic Pains
Aids Digestion
,iska=:71"
.
&;"Iiir. :lit
17•71.

-,of having the distinction of being the oldest dealer in the Louisville and Memphis
district. One other dealer approaches
our record over this wide southern area.

PREPARE NOW
to Enter

lens
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tay-

You
per
nty,

sr

WE ARE PROUD-over

New Fall Hats

Jaunty "up in the back" brims,
that clear the coat collar; Velvet
Tams, Wide Brims, and the suave
and smart Turbans.

YOU'LL BE PROUD-

the
ce,
ces

Buy a

"Classy Jean"
Frock

BLACK-DRAUGHT
"Such a Good Laxative," Says Nurse
Writing from her home in Festus, Mo., Mrs. Anna LaPlante my*:
•I ant a Practical nurse and I recommend to some of my patiestte
that they take Black-Draught, for
It. is such a good laxattve. I took
it for constipation, headache and a
dull feeling that I had Kt mech. A
few doses of Black-Draught--,and
I felt just fine."
Lamaze so lawny people know frees
baying wool it that Ylsolford's SleekDreeltit Is a rood, vend, vegetable laxative, latillooto et postmen of tt ars 1014
15157 "sr'

They're Safe, Beautiful, Serviceable
and Economical

HLVR011 I
--

Farmer-Purdom

DR. W. C. OAKLEY
Chiropractor____

Motor Co., Inc.
West Wilk)'Street

Murray, Ky.
5.

Office at Home, 600 Weal Main
Monday*, Wednesdays, Fridays
In Afternoon
I p. ns, to 8 p. m.

and be Smartly.
dressed

MAYFIELD
BUSINESS
COLLEGE
for instruction in

GREGG- SHORTHAND
20th CENTURY
BOOKKEEPINO
TOUCH
TYPING
and
Allied Subjects

lioSIANLOgiogr)

Final Clearance!
. Hundreds are taking advantage of these many,
many bargains and the response at-this season of
the year has,been very pleasing. Plenty of merchandise at close-out prices. We must get ready
for Foal and Winter merchandise.
"PRESIDENT" BRAND
BLUE

Work Shirts

MEDIUM WEIGHT

- Work Shoes

$1.19

44c
A big 59c full cut and well
made weak shirt, made of extra strong blue chambray.
14 1-2 to 17 sizes.

Guaranteed for long service.
ONE LOT OF MEN'S

Dress Oxfords

MEN'S ELOO

$1.68

Overalls
Standard 220 Blue Denim

88c
Double sewed in all seams;
suspender backs; cut full and
roomy. Have deep pockets,
wide suspender straps and
high waists. All sizes and all
lengths.

Sport and dress styles in
white or black, new models.
3 to 11 1-Z sizes.
MEN'S $2.00

Dress Pants

sorr TOE
Work Shoes

- 9-7c

SOLID LEATHER

$1•48

Hard wearing, sturdy work
shoes. nave COmpOsItion soles
and leather heels.

16th Annual Session
Starts

Summer suiting patterns. All
sizes and lengths.
18 DOZEN MEN'S 75c

Broadcloth Shirts
Supreme bargains at-

47c -

MEN'S DUNGEREE

Overall Pants

77c
No bibs, re-inforced pockets
and seams.

Fast colors in solids and
white. Full cut and roomy.
14 to 17 sizes. Limit 3 per
customer.
, MEN'S 81.00 SUMMER

GET THESE WHILE YOU
CAN:

Wash Pants

$1' Dress Shirts

79c

Top quality, tailored shirts of
fine tub-fast broadcloth, fancies, solid colors and white.
14 to 17 sizes.

66c

For work and semi-dress
%sear. Light and dark patterns. Choice of tans, greys A
mixtures in stifel stripes, coverts, Vi hit* desks and cheeks
--30 to 43 shams.

Men's Athletic Shirts or
Broadcloth Shorts. All
sizes, first quality, 15c
25c values for
Ladies' $1.00 WASH
FROCKS, 3 to 6 and 7
to 16 sizes.
Now

48c

Men's 10c Work
Sox, pair

Boys' Linene
Knickers
PER
PAIR
Women's to $3.98

White Shoes
$1.00

$1.98

Yard wide Brown
Cotton -

6c

Boys' Summer Longies,
choice of pre-shrunk
fabrics in neat patterns.
Tan, white, grey and
novelty stripes.
C9c
All sizes, pair.
Boys' Wash Suits. Seersuckers, linens a n d
broadcloth. Solid colors and, novelty twotone
48c
Styles
Girls' 6-8 and 7-8

Fancy Socks
25c values. Fully mercerized and rayon plaited 6 to 10 sizes, colored
plaids or solid colors
with fancy
tops
1 Oc
Large Size "Cannon"

SEPTEMBER 3

Bath ,Towels
15c values; two-thread
double thick Turkish
Towels in 18x36 inch
size. White with
colored borders

8c

Save more than half.
AAA to D widths, in
pumps, ties and oxfords.
A drastic clearance of
the finest white footwear at less than cost
of leathers. 3 to 9 sizes.
One Lot of Womezea
and Misses'

Sport Oxfords
and Gillie Ties
New two-tone combinations and mandruccos,
3 to 9 sizes,
Pair

$1 19

Nationally known fine
guage

Silk Hose
Full fashioned, lace or
picot tops, chiffon or
semi-service, six popular colorl. 79c
A tic
values, pair
Boys' blue Dungerees
and Overalls
for

.39c

All Summer Dresses
$1.98 values, to close
out
at .

79c

Exclusive at

Davis Dress Shoppe

•
,
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Cream Producers
Given Warning

Radio & Refrigerator
Service__

Close-Outs

of

Christian Workers
Training School at
Methodist Church

•

.ar and
tment.
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HOWARD D. HAPPY
Manager

KNOWN FOR BETTER VALUES
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Renews Visitor
Jim Hart, and Charles Farmer.
turned home with hot daughter.
• • • • is
ing to make a curve last week.
.Honored
Mrs. Hendricks, for an extended
Misa Elizabeth Lovett enter- Jahn:sone Gives
He suffered • broken leg and
v is,t
tained last Thirsday aftociaoon at
eprateed arm besides severe cuts
Birthday Dinner
A recent fishing trip to Indian
the Waldrop nesartments compliand bruises.
On Sunday. August 19, the rela- Camp Lake. was
The
goldenrods
are
blooming
enjoyed by Mr.
Patients se:knitted to the Mason
mentary to he: visitor. _Mrs_ G. H. tives and friends of Mr, and
Coanelia Spiceland won a lovely
Mr.. and Mrs.'Raymund Stbey. Mr. met again km it must be nearing auquilt by giving one nickel to the Hospital this week:
Pratt.
Kuttawa
delightful Newel Johnson gathogLeL4seisix Mts.
A
Dennis Boyd,. Mr, end - Idtc& tultue eagneXCileatillie for the pessiJesse Holley, Puryear; Mrs J.
evening of bridge was enjoyed at home on the Murray maGinger Greek Club a few weeks
New Lee Hunnabreys, Mr. and Mrs. mistic thought that it's the foreB. Fair, Murray; hirb. Gustave
ago.
four tables wen several tea guests Providence read and entertained
runner
of
winter
we
'certainly
Will
Otto Townsend and children, May
called. The apartment was lovely them with 3 surprise
welcome fall.
A demonstration duo near by Ward. Murray; ,Mrs• G. C. Doran,
birthday din- and Charles of Pilot Oak, Ky.
Dorf for this page should be submitted not later than 1'uesda7
Murray; Paul Evans, Murray; Miss
in an array of summer nodal ner. A basket dinner was
has sa canner so we're planning
served
People
Misuse
have
Viola
been
.and
blessed
Ethel
with
May
afternomi each week.
Wimberly, Model, Tenn;
Mary
beauty. Miss 'Lovett was assisted for them on the lawn. The
follow- Paschall visited with • Miss Lucile fruit this season, and over here the to lave some corn canned in tin
Galen Hurt Kane tars. Katie
in serving by Mies Ruth Stone ing attended:
Kingins Saturday night and at- corn crops are fine, so with David cens.
Miss Martha Nell, Myers
•
Ann's here Saturday. the Rev. and Miss Martha McCaleb, MurDowns. Model; Mrs. R. L. Griggs,
I hope everybody read that conMr. and Mrs. S. A. D. Winches- tended church at Coldwater Sun- and in Psalm-s we say, "Oh that
Hesered Oa Birthday
i Father Francis J. Smith officiat- ray College students. A delightWaverly: Miss Betty Shemwell,
fession
about
prison
which
life
Joe
day
men
would
Mr.
ter.
and
praise
Mrs.
S. A. Harris, Mr
the Lord for his
Mr._ and
Mrs. Charlie Myers'ing
Benton; Tom
Bryan, Bowling
ful salad course was served.
Palmer
made.
mothers
My!
But
goodness
Elder
Mrs.
and
Robbins
and
Will Rowland. Mr. and
for his wonderful
of near Jones'
complimented
their daughter,
Both the bride and bridegroom
Green; Richard Lee Alexander,
Bridge guests were:
and
have
fathers
great
responsa
Mill
works
is
to the children of men."
Mrs. Preston Stubblefield. Mr. and
conducting a tent revival
Martha Nelle. with a lawn ;Party are graduates of Morganfield high
Puryear; Mrs. Rupert Parks, MurMrs Wells Purdom, Mrs. E. S.
ibility when they attempt to rear
Mrs- Walter Thurman, Mr. and, near Reed Firendon's.
on her tenth -birthday August 17. school
Most all Use revivals are over.
For the past several Diuguid, Jr., Mrs. 0.
ray.
Pratt,. Mrs. Hardy- Adair,
children
and
terrible
it must
how
Mrs. Elzo Guptor returned Sat- though Bros. Thurman
Mr. and Mrs.
Games were enjoyed dulring the months Mrs. Greenwell has been Mrs. H. I.
and Nelson be
Sledd. Mrs. Frank Albert
Patients discharged from Masont)
ta see sines life spent and end
Cullen Forrest, Mr. and Mrs. Carl urday from a se% ral days visit are just beginning the
afternoon. Dinner was served at 'employed by the Ken-Rad Corp- Stubblefiel
d, Mrs. W. E. Blackmeeting
Hospital this week:
Rowland, Mr and Mrs. liknisett with her father, Mr. Cooper and here at Poplar Spring. The house as that poor 'unfortunate'
700 onlock. carrying out the color oration, of Owensboro Mr. Green- burn.
Mrs. M. G. Carinan. Mrs.
The more I read newspapers
Mrs. Gustave
Ward, Murray;
Outland, Mr. and Mrs. Pets Row- family, of LaCenter.
scheme of pink and white. Miss well attended Murray State Col- Roy Stewart,
was filled to overflowing most
Mrs. Vernon Stubtepand learn how little ill gotten p14 Miss Lonnie White, Hazel: Mrs.
land. Mr. and Mrs. Ralph -Richard- ..t4iSs
Robbie Myers assisted In serving. lege after his graduation here, field. Jr.
Louise
Paschall
spent every evening during the serMrs, A. F. Yancey. Mrs.
profits_ one, the more - Mintent • I G. C. Doran, Muarey; Mn. Claude
Those present were:
where he made an enviable record George Hart, Mrs. Clifford Melu- son. Mr. and Mrs. T. A. Wheehee- several days last week with her vices at Poplar Spring in Calloter, Mr. and Mrs. Terry Pogue. uncle, Elon Armstrong and fain-. way, and, that .and the surround- am to settle down in my little rut Turner, Golden 'Pond; Mies Mary
Olivene Moore. Bette lane Mil- as a member of both the varsity gin. Mrs.
C. S. Lowry. Mrs. G. B.
Mr. and Mrs Frank Miller, Mrs. fly of near Kirksey and attended ing neighborhoods enjoyed not and pacify myself with the ad- Wimberly, Model, Tenn.; Dr. 0.
steed. Martha Myers, Polly Paul and freshman football teem. At Scott. Mrs.
Bryan Langston, and
monishment, "With food and ran B. Ivan. Murray; Mrs. Tom AtLloyd Grogan. Mrs. Marche Wel- the Spring Creek meeting.
-Ellie Mary Alice Weiss- and Mar- th• present time he is employed Mrs.
only a revival of religio itbut also
IL E. Smith. meni be there-with content."'
kins. Murray; Tom Bryan, BowMrs. Ella Paschall.- visited in the of friendships
tha Nelle Myers.
by the leforganfield Ice Company.
as they V ed each
Tea guests were:
—"Chatterbox" ling Green; Mrs. R. E. Hicks,
Lessiter,
lankMar
Mrs. G
ie
llrigr
s Ilimi
lgr
P
faHise,
DS" home of her parentenkteagrad. Mrs. other in this- old fashioned way.
Canaseesaktivosate.
Mies Carrie Allison, Miss Gwen- ieee.
Greenville, N. C.; miss
Betty
Bro. and Mrs_ J. H. Thurman-,
Mtn Per- Radford, of Puryeara last week.
a Redden Host
dolyn -Haynes, Mrs. Veirwurnale. Mrs. June Wilson.
C. C. DUKE CLOSED
Shemwell, Benton; Fred Brown,
._ The, writer rind many others Bro. and Mrs.
r, and Misses and 1f..
elms
Greenwell- was one of the out- Mrs H. T. Waldrop, Mies- Su
T. Etunday
Ed Outland. and
The C. C. Duke store, laides Murray.
pleasure last
old_. Willadeara Polly, Myetle__Man had the
Suedes, Bro. Key we_se; guests of Mr. and
_
..Mrs.
Manding ball tillers stun _the Ma- Snook.--Msa-s-Wayean -Ka
Redden opened-readyto-weale etbre, Vet
home for the August meeting of I ray, Thoroughbreds last year and Mrs John Rowlett, Mer. Eugene Mid Stewart Stubblefield; Maxine Morning' and evening of hearing Mrs. Edward Lovins one day. Miss
Saturday.
The
stock
as
attached
two
Mrs. Albert Roederer of Jefferyoung
preachers here. It was IstaulSea Miller else spent a few
and Ben Grogan; Marie, Thane,
the Wear-Helm Bible cless of -theta- expected to return this fail -to Hughes. 'MIS. T. Sledci_ Earl, Wilburn Wallace; Mary ?ran- the initial sermon for Bro. Sant days with them ane -*her relatives by Mrs. Lura Phillips, Memahi& son.couney gave a canning demonFirst Christen_ church. Is" de-I. sun the Wean from the quarteran a claim of $1,000 back rent.
„
ee* Adair; Nathan Douglas Rob- Bruce Jones and second sermon last week. •
fearedgroup in an attendance back position.
The disposition of the stock has stration in Shelby county which
Max Miller Given Surprise
for Bro. Claude Wilson. The
erta;
Thomas
Douglas
Forrest;
contest, which
Jimrecently closed.
I certainly feel like r missed not been meet and Mr. Duke
Birthday Party
has attracted a large number of homemie and Doris Jean - Rowland. mothers of each were present. something being unable
was host to the winning group, Newman-St 'oho
to attend not- announced his plans.
Max Miller, son of Mr. and Mrs. Frances
makers
Mrs.
Will
Jones
and
Mrs.
Cooley;
Allison the meeting at Sulphur
Emily, Robert and
and entertained most graciously._
Wedding Annie:need
Spring.
Gregg Miller. was honored at a
Wilson: also each had a grandA number of contests formed
Would have enjoyed seeing old
Coming as a surprise to their very delightful party or. the ev- John Ed Johnson; Aubrey Hendon mother
present. Mrs. Paschall and
L. C. Winchester Sadie Mae Wildelightful diversions. following the many friends win the announceacquainanees as well as hearing
ening of August 8. when the
sare Mary Alice, Ewin, and Bur- Mrs. Prichett all of Hard. Judg- Bro. Baker's !nspiring sermons.
devotional and busirem periods. ment of the meet-Age of Mr. Paul
1 set Se/prised him line Winchester: Mary
ing
from
Sunday's sermons, each
Ellen and
Delectable refreshments
Junior Spireland narrowly eswere Newman to Miss, Leva St. John with a birthday shower of lovely
of these young men are to be cons.sr ved
caped death le- being caught under
which was solemnized in Nash- gifts. Games furnished much mer- Gracie Pearl Pogue; Orval Parker.
Robbie and Mabel McKenzie Lu- gratulated.
an overturns ,asuck after coastville. Term_ Saturday. August riment for the occasion.
cille, Mary and Hillis Harris; Mary
ing down a steep hill and attemptII. at the First. Baptist Church .Delightful
Family liesuden
refreshments
were France* __gichards
on; Willie and
there. The Rev W
Saturday
Powell. served.
Herten* Stubblefield: Edna Min
A family reunion was held Sat- pastor of the church performed
Those present. were:
Gordon; - Chester Barrow; •jack
asey at the home "of M: ISAller44a0 cerenIcari •
Jerre Sexton. Dorothy Currier. Cochran;
• David and Rupert OutA fine Monday morning, cool
keen_ near Vancleave Seven ions
The groom is the son ni Mr. and Pattie
Mae Overby. Charlotte land
Mr. and Mrs. Newel Johnson and cloudy. Quite a relief from
and 23 grandchildren were pres- Mrs R
L Newman. College Owen. Sadie Nell Jones. Frances
Mr. Johnson's birthday was Wed- the heat of the past few weeks.
ent and other relatives and mem- Street. and is a graduate of Grove Amelia Waters, Magdelinre Cavitt
nesday. August 15:' Mrs. Johnson's Crops are looking fine since
1 wish to annaance illat.Lans now
bers of the family. Barbecue and High Sehool. He has been
FriJames Thurman. Robert James
birthday was Monday. Aiagug 20 day's shower. •
located at my old Stand across the
plenty of fine foods were enjoyed. Ployed by Golden Peaeock. Inc.. Stutabiefield. Tom
Moore Williams.
greet from Peet OfIlee ferment
Among the unusual featurei- was
for the past two years.
Mr.
and
Mrs. Elmus Wilson and
Jimmie Bailey, John Drid Scott.
the attendance of four generations son,
operated under the Mese of Dixie
Earl Nix. spent Sundae." with
Johnson-Greenwell
The bride is the daughter cif Jimmie Hart. A. B. Waters. Max of -Winchesters.
Mr. and Mre Mason Wilson of
Wedding nstarday
Mr. and 'Mrs C. W St. John of Miller
• •
•
Mason's Chapel vicinity.
ens
, Mary snaseanna.annennm, Hazel. and is well and favorably
• --Noses-Use" Weddle
'
.
daughter af
.Mrs. Harry Rowland anti- dough- -WC
anals.leneew--WIrlielcla.7circli-or friends Ceiba Lee lakark
Coiritiqge_
Cirele-Meets. •'
Johnson. and Mr Samuel Green- ht.nrrts
ter,- Sylvia Dell. and A. J. Allen,
•
he liartfiatleifir
Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Jones an- of near
well, son of Mr and Mrs. J. t. here for the past year
The .0 tha Lee Clark Circle -of
Alta°, visitedeMrs Annie
Greenwell. were married at St.
The couple were attended at the Methodist Missionary Society nounce the marriage' of their _Wilson, Satueday night end Sundaughtee
s
Paina
Mae
to
William
A.
the wedding by Blake Crawford met at the home of Mrs. Finis Outday.
and Jack Fisher McGehee. both land Tuesday afternoon, August s""na
_Miss Pearl Clark sent the latter
Lake
City.
Arkansas
21. Mrs. John James presided in
of Paris.
, part of the week with Min: Sylvia
Juin
22
.
1MA
absence- •cd.-4he risen:Man-.Mad- -%Webb iflUf"Ifieriderihit-TirVe at
"
••
chairman. After owning the _At home Blytheville, narItellfinS
Saint
Wayne Ailey
-—
509
West
Walnut
program
Street
"Footsteps
with
of
Jesus:* s .
Complimented •
•
. .a
Wonder
why neighbors don't
This marriage comes at
-a
Mrs. Mike Farmer entertained Mrs. C. A. Hale conducted the denotify newspaper correspondents
quite_
and
with a lovely shower. Thursday votinnal. The Scripture and dis surprise to the *many feends
if they have a news item' Instead
afternoon. in -compliment to Mrs- suasion was on "Charity." M . relatives of 'this poplar young they say
"Why didn't you write
Wayne Riley. Mrs. Riley received John James led in prayer. A short lady. Her parentsformcsly mad, this or that ..to
the paper'!" We
their home in Murray.
many useful and lovely gifts pre- business meeting fen:lowed.,
say, "I didn't know it."
The
bride
-seined by little Jiminie rasher.
who
is
a
The place for the next meeting
eharmeng
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Jackson of
, Guests present were:
was not definitely decided since blonde wore a powder Slue ensemble
with
matching aecesporlies Nashville. Tenn., spent Sunday.
'1 Stn. Maurice _Cram Miss Lucy there was a small representation
August 12, with his grandmother,
Lee. Mrs. Atwell Hackett. Mrs present. Members will be notified for the ceremony. She wore a
co.-sage of talisman roses Several Mrs Julia Clark.---"THda".
Hafford Parker, Mrs. Freed Ceth- before the September meeting.
showers and parties have been
am. Miss Estelle Houston. Mrs.
-at-home
given in honor of this young In Whitley county, live
-Tom Morris. Mrs. Barber McEl- MissJane Sexten
leaders cooperating with the F.
couple.
rath. Miss Lula Holland. Mrs Joe
Entertains
X
R.
A.
held
six meetings. stress..
Mr Long is the son_ et Mrs. ins
Manager •
Baker. Mrs Charlie Hale, Mrs. - Mks Jane Sexton entertaine
TELEPHONE 107
d John
lei ger gardens, greater variety
Long of Blytheville. Arkana
Chas. Mercer. Mrs, S' W. Askew,
East Side Square
a
lawn
party
Thursday
en
With
products, and insect control.
Murray, Ky.
Gives you hours and hours Mrs. Nelle Firmer. Miss Laura
sas and.is employed by the Magevening at her home on West
nolia Oil company.
for shoppffig. visiting and Frances Reynolds.
Main street. The hours were spent
-rest that the, family wash by4 lovely ice course ViSeas served inftirrnally with refreshments servMist Reba Maye Hale and
ed at the conclusion.
day event robs you of.— Mts. Annie Laurie Fisber.
following
The
guests
Were
..„„
present:
•
liteonomical and sanitary, Mr.. Mrs. Brandon Entertain a
Miss
Magelerie Cavite ;Miss .. Bettie Joe and Marilyn Nance
With 6' O'clock Dinner
of
Paris
Dorothy
Currier.
recently
'spent
Mies
Fro:rims
several
aid done by experienced
; •
St
• Mr and Mrs. Joe Brandod en
Amelia Waters, -Miss Sadie Nelle der; with theirsaunt. Mrs. -L. Ellis.
workmen only.
tamed with a- nix aneltekeMIsi Pair& Mae Overbey. 'Mr. - Mid Mrs. Hannan Kelley of
Saterday.
Miss Charlotte Owen. Miss Lucille Ranger, Texas. errived Monday for
.1
Covers were laid for:
Motley. Miss Mary Franc-es Per- a short visit With relative among
1
Miss Agnes Dunn. Miss Ha Nell due. . Miss Marilyn Mason, and *whom were Leslie and Duncan
Brandon. Miss Willie Mae Pas- Miss Jane Sexton.
Ellis and families Mr. Kelley is
PHONE 3•3
chall. Miss Mary Elaine Brandon. 'James Thurmond. sslotib Edd district • '-drilling and production
Kenneth
Clark. James
GOODYEAR SPEEDWAY
Ralph Scott. Jimmie Bailey, Max 'Miller. superintendent of the Lone Star
R M POLLARD. Mgr.
-Wells. Ardus Furchess and Car- Tam
Moore Williams. Edsvird Gas_ company and is a son of the
Tough
thick Center
moo Parks. •
West. A. B.'"Waters, Gene Dulaney. late' Marion „Kelley. tosnrierlS of
Traction Tread. Built
this vicinity.
with Supertwist Cord.
. -Bee and Mrs_ Hendrick?: of Car•
thage. Mo., were recent guests of
Full Oversize. Lifetime
relatives in the Tom Langston
guarantee.
oirin -Mrs. Lary inompsen re-1
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Across the River
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Hazel Route 3

mmulu....vannimmt
NEW LOCATION

All-Star Lineup..

When you want electric refrigeration, its

NORGE

When you want a modern radio, it's

PHILCO

andw
ofServ
' all kinds, Cold
. Drinks,. Lunches

When you improve' your kitchen, it's
with an Electric Range

wilt appreciate your
business and- will
prove it by the
Wholesome
• Food
I Serve

LAUNDRY
SERVICE

.••

-WESTINGHOUSE
When you,get a Washer, it's a

MAYTAG

DIXIE 'CAFE

and they are all sold at

Charlie Hatcher'

RILEY RADIO CO.

p.

111•1111111111111111111111111111111

S. Pleasant Grove

11.

-

Murray Laundry

THE SAFE WAY!-

$4.95

$5.70

Other sizes in proportion.
Expert tire mounting. Prices
subject to change without
notice. State tax' -If any,
additional.

_
The small Cost of writing checks for
a long period of- time may he repaid to
you many times over in one transac--• lion &it-keeps-you from paying a bill
twice. Every cancelled check is a
definite receipt, eliminating all chance
_ for argument.

oloz,
a" MORE
NON-SKID MILEAGE"

s

When You "G-3"
Your Wheels—

--a-You're too modest!"
___.....-trtONCRZTE BEGINS"- meg
16550 welcome sign to a,weary motorist_ You relax. Sit back in the seat.
Ease up your grip on the wheel.

WE ARE READY-TO SERVE YOU
with a safe plac.e for your checking account or any other
pl-ase of modern- banking.

Concrete roads are safer . you're
less apt to skid ...
stop more.
quickly, more smoothly . ..
tires are less apt to blow out. Ii
Ir
t
visibility is better. Your car operates Snore economically. Because
you're relaxed, you drive more
easily, more surely.

AND WE ARE QUALIFIED TO TO GIVE.OUR
PATRONS EXPERT BUSINESS COUNSEL

Send Otis-coupon for • booklet
which proves that many of your
motoring dame can be saved by
more concrete roads:

MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION, WHICH INSURES ALL DEPOSITORS UP TO $5,000.00

P0RT L AND

REAL BUYS
in— ,

GOOD
USED
CARS

BEALE MOTOR COMPANY

610 Merchants Bank Bldg.
Indtanalsola
01C—Prow• Ito

with miles and
miles of
Service

Incorporated
PHONE 170

teams .
Stroot

No Estra Cost! Flatter, wider ell-Weather
tread- More Center
Traction (16% more
non-skid blocks).
Heavier Tougher
Tread. Supertwist
Cord body and 43%
More Miles of Real
Non-Skid,

CE MENT

ASSOCt-ATION

BANK OF MURRAY

LOOK WHAT
YOU GET

Motorists who got the first G-3's put out—
months before the public announcement—say,
"You're too modest!" Many of them report 50%
to 100% more non-skid mileage. Why, then, do
we insist on only 43%? Well, 43% is a definite
test-car-proved figure. Very likely it is low for
normal use—because the tests which established
the 43%average were gruelling: cars speeding up
to 50, jamming on brakes, mile after mile, day
and night. Very likely most motorists will get
more than 43% more non-skid mileage. But
we'll string along with 43%—because its plenty
to deliver at rto extra vost. Come see the tire
that's the talk of the nation.
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Ued to the Mason
eek:
PUryear; Mrs J.
ay; Mrs. Gustay.
Mrs. G. C. Doran,
vans, Murray; miss
y, Model, Tenn.;
faze!: Mrs. Katie
Mrs. R. L. Griggs,
Betty Shcmwell,
Bryan, Bowling
i Lee Alexander,
tupert Parks. Murarged from !dimwit)
eek:
Ward. Murray;
fhite, Hazel. Mrs.
array; Mrs. Claude
'Pond; !dais Mary
el, Tenn.; Dr. 0.
iy; Mrs. Tom Atto= Bryan. Bowre R. E. HICkg,
C.; Miss
Betty
on; Fred Brown.

.0edarer of Jeffera canning demonlby county which
number of home-

Y AFTERNOON, AUGUST 23, 1934
---- PAGE FIVE
Jones, Margaret Jeanne Lewis.
Thaae receiving the Bachelor of
Science degree were:
Camille Bowles, Robert Lenard
Bryant, Elizabeth Carter, John
Louis Cedziavoda, Dewey David
H.
Jr.
Calloway Mad 22 Graduates in Crass. Mrs.
Novella Elkins Du- Mrs. E. B. Houston and Dr. H. M.
•
--Walter Juane Mays
boise, John
Murray
Lneratis
Walter
To
Return
DuLaney.
Here
MeEirath on Program
In the most speeticular game of Hazel High Opens August 27 With
Receives High Distinction.
Gladys Dunn, Mary Olivia Harris,
from
Corvallis.
Oregon; To
5 Counties Represented.
Fine hereon Men&
the season the Camp Murray Cubs
Marshall Caine Henry, Mary Green
Arrive October 1.
•
tnetted.
Fifty-one were graduated from Johnson,
under Captain Shelton Ray added
Gladys Lillian Jones,
Twenty-two representatives of
Murray State College last Friday William, Holman
George 0. Gatlin, who has been another to an almost continuous*
Jones, Anna the five county health units memHazel High School will open
and were presented degree* by Elizabeth -. Kelly,
extension economist at the Oregon string of victories last saturday
Lucile
Kemp, bers of the West Kentucky Health
Dr. John W. Carr, president of the Curtis Ceylon
State College for over six years, afternoon at Cadiz where they met Monday, 'August 27, with a proLamb, Mrs. Thelma Unita .Association met in Murray
college. Dr. Cerr delivered the Lyles Lamb.
has resigned his position and will one of their strongest rivals, the gram beginning at 9 o'clock. The
Palmore Lyles.
Monday with the Murray unit as
commencement address.
return to Murray to make his team of Camp Trigg. The base- Rev. E B. Motley. pastor at the
I Walter Juano Mays. Hatter Ed- host. Dr. V. A. Stilley, Benton.„
Walter Juano Mays graduated mon Morgan, Leslie
home. Mrs. Gatlin and daughter, ball team nearing its end found
Lee Morris, presided at the meetings. A busFirst Christian church will be the
with high distinction and those Gaston Me4eel, _James
Miss Eleanor Oury, are here at these two teams pitted• against
Alexander iness session was held during the
graduating with distinction were: Oates.. Mrs.
the
present
and
each
other with consumate skill principal speaker and a short proMr. Gatlin will be
Evelyn • Bondurant morning at the county health of--ftliikbeth Carter,' Gladys Dunn, Oliver. John William
in Murray after October 1. The battling for a place of honor in gram will follow. ,*enneth GroOverbey, fice and dinner was served at the
(Whits will occupy the lower the finals. The game was' looked gan, principal.„0111 have charge
Mrs
Emma Lou Itroein
Fox, George Lee Page, George Ray National Hotel.
Marshall Callus Hattry, ISiery Green Pogue, Cecil Reid.
apartment at the home of WS. forward to by both camps with of the opening exercises.
The afternoon
Jame:. Albert
program
was
Taz Miller. West Main street
Jalinnon. liuma Calla Wear.
equal confidence and began by
The friends of the school, parSanders, Lucille McDonald Smith, given at the hotel with Mrs. E. B.
Mr. Gatlin served .as- secretary- each victory being balanced by an ents. saadents and former stuThe following received Bache- Fortnie B. Spiceland, Mrs. Lela Houston. chairman of the Public
a- dents -are all invited and urged
treasurer of the Often ea-opera- opposite one
lor of Science Degrees: Lute Clay-. !vie Watscih, Hume CaIlis Wear, Instruction committee of the state
tive council since 1928. He was _ The match so progressed to the to -ittend the opening day exerton Beale. Martha Lou Lassiter, Evelyn Williams, Elsie Windsor, of the Womans Medical Auxiliary.
highly praised /or his work and seventh inning with a five to five _else. Plans have been made for a
Martha Ella McCaleb, Margaret Earl Merton Wolfe.
speaking on the interest - of the
Madge Evans and Rana:Young in "Paris Interlude"
achievements in this field and tie and the enthusiasm of ttue full school sear.
Mrs. Lillie B. Story received auxiliary in public health work.
McCall. Harold Thomas Norman,
Carl Henry Smith, Doris Spring- Bachelor of Science Degree grantThose attending were: Mr..-Hogs- Which will be shown at the Capitol Theatre next Tuesday resolutions were drawn expressing rooters on both sides pitched to
Teachers for the corning year
appreciation for his services at a high state of expectancyabown- are: Kenneth Grogan. principal;
field, Dulcie Mae Swann, Mary ed January 1934.
head, Dr. H. E. Prather And Mrs.
and Wednesday
lhe execufi
Lou Waggoner.
Harry- Barry, Full-On county; Miss
meeting..of the eY then stepped- to the plate and Jack Kelly, agriculture; Joseph
Oregon Co-operative council re- to the , relief of Casaiti his first Miller. history; Cordell& rkwin,
Artie Robery and pr... Harrell.
Wilma_ Lewis Belew reeeived
cently.
RALPH'S Rk/SiGLES
Mr Gatlin was recog- two strikes went Wild. With a English and iiconomica atm Lotand K W. Weatherford, Carlisle;
the degree of Bachelor of Science
nized as the author of the Oregon crack which sounded the doom of tie Denham. elementary grades;
Sewell Wright.- Dr. Chas. • Hunt,
in Home 'Economics.
plan of co-operative marketing" Camp Trigg ate connected with Mrs. Lorena Blackburn, primary
Hickman; Mrs. J. A. Fisher, FulWithin a few tort weeks MurThose receiving degree of BacheEAST ST. LOUIS, Ill, Aug. 22
The fact that Murray has many and he was offered a federal posi- the third pith and dispatched it graded.
ton; Dr. S. H. Henson. Will Ely, ray grid fans will get that restless,
lor of Mttaic Education were: Mrs. (U. S. D. Al-Hogs:
receipts, Dr. V. A. Stilley,
on,
itagehrney to the woods a
Benton; Dr. J. foot-itching, heart-pounding sensa- visitors is' shown by the fact that tion following his resignation.
Ernrna Lou Brown Fox, Hazel 6500; steady
to Sc higher; pigs A. Outland,
r of victory for the nibs.
Miss Virginia Irvan, tion that visits them each year numerous cars with foreign license
Mr. Gatlin Is also recognized harbi
corps area includes the states of
and light lights steady; some bids
Linville Yates, Calloavay; Mrs. at about this season, of the year: plates can be seen most any day. in the field of literature and his
TO offset this spectacular home Kentucky, Indiana. Ohio. and West
lower; bulk 180 lbs. up Pl".104
Pauline Myers, State Board of This certain little "sport bug" Monday of last week there was recent publication, "Some Must .,,ran. Company 599 committed her
Virginia. This is Camp Murray's
Dress Up Your Home for 7.25; .top $7.30 for one load; most Health, Mrs. E. B. Houston, Mur- begins ,,to awaken along the test pparked on the Murray court square Wander" was received with
much reserve, a pinch hitter, to the second time to win district hon150 to 160 lbs. $6.60er6.90; few
cars
from
ray.
17
states,
two districts, acclaim. Several friends here e- fight. With consisterit 'skill and ors
of August and he travels high,
Fall With
and every member of the
$7.001._ 130 to 140 lbs. $6.101i6.35;
The health units of the five wide and handsome, biting' chil- and 26 counties. The survey _was ceived copiestet
fifst coolness, Cunningham, _who had camp has swung into line in an
100 to 120 lbs. quotable $4.75O 5.50;
counties, Marshall, Carlisle, Hick- dren as well as adults and sets made by a Murray resident, who edition.
Cri
vies
r
and pitched a victory a .few days effort to cop this honor
most sows $5.85e4 6.25.
man, Fulton, Calloway were rep- a greater part of us human beings. noticed unusually large number of readers alike prai
as -work before struck him'out and helped
Cattle: . receipts, 2500; calves, resented. This was one of the off
highly.
for a wild and glorious three foreign. cars.
chalk up our eleventh victory.
1,800 market opening steady to first meetings in several masts mon
The many friends of Mrs. Gat- Williams. Ray, ,aad.._Eleming led
.
States represented_siweree Texas,
11it.of, apparent barbarian instrong on- netive and *western and a more ictive organization has clination.
Arkansas, Ohio, Alabama, Tennes- lin and -daughter anxiously await in hitting while Raleigh who had
steers; Mixed yearlings and heif- been planned.
see, Kentucky, Virginia, Michigan, their arrivalini Murray to make it been an the bench for over a
The
Thoroughbre
ds
left
such
a
ers strortg; cowstuff fully steady;
Dr. V. A. Stilley gave an interNew Mexico, Indiana, Illinois, Mis- their home. Miss Eleanor Gatlin month' on account of injuries acbulls 10c higher, tan $3.00; veal- esting talk on general health work. delicious taste in the mouths of
souri.
Mississippi, Oklahoma, New will enter school here this fall. quitted himself well in this game.
the
fans
last
season
that
they_ are
ers unchanged; top $6.25; top 1060 Miss Pauline Myers, of state board
York, Maryland, Conneticut and the
The game with Camp Pace of
lb. steers $8.00; other natiye steers gave a short talk and Mr. Hogs- begging for more of such appeOffices in
District of Columbia and territory
1 First National
._ _Was ..a. 7-1. VIctory. for. the.
downward lo $6.65; mixed yearl- head, state board representative, tizing delicacies that the Horses
Bank Bldg.
of
Hawaii.
•
Counties
represented
handed out last season. 'And the
Cubs.
Williams, Fleming,, and
ings and heifers $4.000 6.25; top gave a talk on sanitation.
West Main Street
"cake" is taking on sa'isfactory were: Hickman. Graves, McCra
Downey led in hitting. This was
heifers $6.85; beef cows $2.504
ingredients. according to all reports en, Trigg, Marshall, Boyle,
the third game with this tamp. Telephones, Office 27t3;
3.25; cutters and low cutters $1.25
bearsl_md In= what -we-can -see. _flan. Fulton.-Lyon, Union, itellard, __Funeral services, for /tutus W
4a200; aenninal range. giughter
- After the "perfect!' day over- SC Hart, Carlisle; Cogan. Allen: -War-- Przzy...bt,yeass.-et--,agerriVere held The RevasTaltsallkItinet'ittriffe
$1100Pikne;-- slaughter' hen.
Bowling
Green last year, I haven't rem?, Calloway, Livingston Jeffer- Wednesday, August 15. from the, First Baptist church conducted reers $2.501t 7.00.
been the same little lad. To those son, Monroe, Boyd, Campbell, Ken- home near Brewers, with the Rev.' ligious services last Sunday mornApplications for cotton-Tax ex- rho
H. W. Jones in charge of the ser- ing., Although several enrollees "We Do It a Little
saw the Hilltoppers tumbler ton, Bourbon, and Boone.
Better"
emption certificates were being under
vices. Burial, was in the Perry were on week-end passes attendthe hoofs of the 4*I1ttinderapproved
for Calloway county ing Herd"
cemetery:
Meeker
SUPERIO
-Shelton
R
CLEANER
Marriage
S
there is nothing more
ance was good which is evidence
Wednesday, August 22. The last
Mr. Perry is survived by se
Saturday
Women who take CARDI71 have
Expert Hatters
ta be_saibuL
da
to those who failed
- the continued interes. shown
date for receiving applications will
3F4k-acw -new showing a very
found that severe montblg'children,
Announcemen
WS.
Dalay-Chester, Mrs.
t has been made
to me the,. downfall..,
old
-The
_kerb' _If.,-.11.1011 WhIllt-PILPITS Cleaned and
complete seleetlos of floe wall
hpOe been relieved and that by
be August 25 as seta by the State rya*,
ItPe-1-"'r*IMeta CharTes
I just feel sorry for them of---tite mall-rage of Miss' Edith
men attended Catholic Mass at
Pressed
szp5111111 mew* patterns and
continued use of it for a reasonable Cotton Allotment Board.
250
Mrs. Sam Cole. John H. Perry, Mayfield.
for they will never know or -even Meeker to James Shelton, The
designs.. Cause
pkit out what
length of time their strength has
PHONE 44
On farms where share tenMarriage
Raymond
took
R.
Perry,
place
Emma
last
tee
begin
Saturday,
to
realize
you want.
the
events
of
be amazed and
that
been renewed and their geness1 ants or croppers
desire to submit great historical fact
at Metropolis, 1ii. The popular Fields.
He also leaves twenty
piessed at our low prices.
New life and esprit de corps
of Murte
health improved.
application; and the landlord de- State.
young couple were attended by grandchildren, nine great grand- has sprung into the camp as prep.
.1 ant glad to speak a few words to
‘clines
to sign, the tenant or cropatrial. the ntedlehre I knee taken ter •
I am waiting like a hound tied Johnny Parker and Mies Myrtle children, a brother, Hamilton Per- aration is being made for the
weak, ran-dews penditlet4 tee bad Pahes
per will be given opportunity to
Suiter. Following the ceremony, ry and many distant relatives and Corps Area ,inspection which will
is soy side sad back sad ter Irregular
to
a oak post with a rabbit
submit an application during three
periods." writes Kra. key Chandler. el
they
enjoyed
a
week
end a host of friends.
take place Friday. Camp Murdoing
a
"fan"
dance
in
Cesaeta. Ain "Genial straightened Ida
front
of
days. August 27. 28, and 29th.
trip through Southern Illinois and
out and I felt 100 per teat better. It
ray having- been designated as
his
dainty
nostrils
to
see
the
certainly helped am"
Indiana
One
copy
and
of applicatioes being dlemen clash
points of interest in
Jessamine county farmers re- outstanding Camp of the Western
PHONE 323
with Coaches Cut.
Thousands of women testify Cardul
approved, for farms where- two chin
Kentucky including, the' Mammoth ceived 28 to 30 cents a pound for Kentucky District will compete
Whetted them- If It does not Wean
and Stewart's•men this year.
Ponsalt a thysietan.
or more 'shard" tenants or crop- That
60.000 pounds of pooled wool
for Fifth Corps Area HIMPlall• Tt
it wilLhe a classic is puttitde Cava region.
pers are raising cottor, will be ing
t
its,, tery, very mild terms and - The bride is a member of the
sent to the farm operator as soon let
me tell you now those Bill' staff of the Clinic Hospital and
as approved. The operator is to toppers
are out for revenge in has made a wide circle of friends
post the application forms in a
the largest sense of the mean- -since her coming to Murray two
place where the croppers, or ten- ing.
years ago. She is the daughter
ants, may see their proratio share
I am speaking . now for a seat Of Mrs. J. H. Meeker. Mayfield,
and register a complaint at the so
I will be. able to see these sis- and was a nurse at the Mayfield
office-of the county agent within ter
"institootions" meet_ on Mur- Hospital prior to coming to Murtwo or three days if an injustice ray
soil Saturday. November 17. ray.
has been indicated, If -no comThe bridegroom is the son ,.of
plaint is registered the applicaAnd lesi we forget, I want to Mr. Will Shelton. Murray, and is a
tion will be forwarded to the
mention again so that all con- Well known and popular young
State Allotment Board immedicerned will have betintiful time man. He is now employed at the
ately.
to give consideration to the nam- Murray Consumers Coal Er Ice
ing at the new, stadium which Company. Mr. and Mrs. Shelton
probably will be in use this fall. have apartments at- the home of,
After explaining in a paid issue Mrs. Nettie Oliver. South Sixth
of this paper why I and others street.
Fire swept the dwelling belorrg- endorsed the
naming of the strucSILK DRESSES-not the style, but worth three
ing to Mrs. Don Dumas Monday ture aVilbert
Graves Stadium". I
times the pricemorning doing considerable dam- see no reason
why anyone should
age to the building and contents. object
and futhermore I dare say
The dwelling, located just North no--one
will attempt to name it
Rep. Waylon Rayburn will adof the National Hotel, was occu-7 otherwise.
SILK DRESSES-Values from $4.95'to $6.50-7dress the patrons and students of
pied by Mr. and Mrs. Herbert X
In the Murray State song will the Almo high school district at
Young and Mr. and Mrs. Harmon
be found the words, "To do- or die". theopening of the fall teim. Augtake the risk of driving
Greerilief.
The fire oriefnated
Friends. Gilbert. Graves was of ust 27. at 9:30 A. M. Mr. Rayburn
SILK DRESSES-Better patterns, better" styles,
from a kitchen stove.
mile after mile on tires
that type,. he 'tlic1";-1/14
:
- tddui attenered high school--at- aitnice-$5.00 to $7.00 valuesthat have given their exgreat sorrow his life ended in the a graduate of Murray State Colspringtime of his career paying his lege and done graduate work at
pected service. Thin or
tribute to the institution that we the. University of KentiaCkY.'
smooth tires are DANBran New RAYON PRINCESS SLIPS. Regular 60c
all love so well. .May I in closing
All patrons are invited to atvalues and cheap at the moneyGEROUS--doubling t h e
repeat the chorus of the Alma tend the opening exercises and
Mater Song of Murray State:
help the school start right. Your
blow - out and skidding
May we cherish thy traditions
presence and cooperation is needrisk
-major auto hazards.
Showing
the
newest
Millin- Hold thy banner high
Yard Wide VOILE--'value 25c to 35ced.
ery made in Coolies, Tri- Ever guard thy name awl glory
All pupils will be dismissed at
Live and de or die.
corns, Pirates.
noon Monday.

51 GRADUATE AT
MURRAY COLLEGE

22 ATTEND MEET '
OF HEALTH UNITS

GEO. 0. GATLIN TO
MAKE HOME HERE

CAMP MURRAY
CHATTERS
-ay mu.

Martin.

REV. E. B. MOTLEY
TO SPEAK AT HAZEL

I

•

Murray Has
Many Visitors

Livestock

MODERN WALL
'TAPER'

CITY DIRECTORY

A. Y. Covington, M.D.

ufus Perry Rites
Held August 15

Cotton A plications_
Due
'August 25

hen, it's

jSE
t's a

.National Hotel

DRY CLEANING

Monthly Pains Relieved

risi--irs-

ry;

LOVE STUDIO

Murray Paint & Wall
Paper Company

For
PHOTOGRAPHS
Kodak Finishing

co.
Another 10 Specials
for Saturday Only!
RYAN SONS

MOTORIST

Fire Damages
Dumas Dwelling

Read Every Item!

$2.50 to $5.00 Values for

59c

Saturday Price

89c

Saturday Price

,
•

,vo •

FALL DISPLAY

49c

NEW LOCATION

14c the yard

Iv-

BOUDOIR PILLOWS-Regular $1.00 item-

AT

Saturday Only

Mt.
ither
ii ter
nore
ks).
her
whit
4396
Rod

Shown M Fine Felts, Velvets and combinations.
Colors-Black, Brown, Navy and Dark Green.

49c

One lot odd size WASH DRESSES-Carried stocb;
price up to 41,50-

$1.95 to $4.95

Saturday Price

Neweit Berets $1.00 to $2.95

10 yards yard wide SEA ISLAND DOMESTIC-

Saturday Only
Well

90c

MRS. M. WALKER
Ryan's Store

made 24-M.'SUIT CASES-

Saturday Price
MEN'S SHIRT -Carried ;tea,
priced 85c to $1.00-

jYS

Rayburn To Speak
at Mmo Opening

$1.59

For Saturday

Saturday Price

89c
sizes

TRAVEL BY BUS!

regular,

Saturday
35c or 3 for $1.00
A Square
real dollar's worth
for every dollar spent with us, and always court us treatment is the policy of
this hou

Convenient Schedule

lenty-of Fresh Cold Water
1

COME TO SEE US
-

and

,f

Who Are
Auto
Wise

Ryan Sons Co.

BUSSES LEAVE MURRAY TOPaduealt: S A. AL 11 A. M.; 5 P. IL
Hopkinsville: 7:4.5 A..M.; S P. M.,
7:30 P. M.
Dawson Springs: 7:45 A. M.: 2 P. M.
Mayfield: 6 A. M.. 11 A. M.;5P.M.
Paris: 745 A. M.; 2 P. M.
ALL BUSSES CROSS COLLEGE
CAMPUS
Connections to St: Louis. Chicago,
Detroit. and Everywhere.
Terminal at SLICTH and MAIN

C. RAY LINES
Murray, 11()

•

DO NOT

Equip Your Car Now WithIt is Cheaper Than

Back From Market
Sale!
STOCK MUST GO-NEED THE ROOM for Fall
and Winter merchandise that will arrive within
the next few weeks.
I purchased many new things this week and the
present stock must be reduced and you have the
opportunity for real buys.

Light weight Swagger Suits, assorted sizes and colors
$2.49
Sport Knit Suits and Dresses.
priced from
$2.00 and Up
One group of Dresses
98c
-All Summer Hats must go. Priced
from49c to $1.00
Entire Stock Drastically Cut for •
Removal

EULA HOOD PEARSON
FIRST NATIONAL BANK BLDG.

MOST MILES PER DOLLAR

Chance-Taking, and
Motoring Will Becornea Pleasure!

, Remeinber with every Fire,torle Tire you lret-,
the TRIPLE GUARANTEE..
The Outstanding Value
_
in the Low- Priced Field
-for unequaled performance records.

Firestone -Con-rier

-for LIFEegainst ALL defects.

Type

-for 12 months against ALL riiid hazards.
,Six months in Commercial Service)

DON'T FORGET you get every service except marepairing at the ONE STOP SUPER-SERVICE
STATION-Doping, Greasing, Brake
c'rwise,
Washing, Polishing.
jor

4.40-21
4.50-21
4.75-19
30x3 1-2

$4.45
$4-90
$5.20
$3.65

Other prices proportionately
boar

Super - Service Station
East Main Street

OF

Murray, Ky.

Jackson Purchase Oil Co.

Phone 456
•

•••••

0

-

_
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week.
Sets ..
.,
the this winter. The hard arm of the
Condiderable
attention
was
Kirkaey commuruty soft ciwed to- drouth has *truck e billion Inaba, glveh to the value
the old law not °ply the state deof producing
bacco last •year.
from our corn crop and reduced high quality milk and
partment of education but the
cream.
The Backusburg grower:, showed the wheat crop below our normal Why should we use
state university and each of • the
high priced
considerable interest in this meth- needs and made hay arid forage teed and long
four state teachers colleges had
hours , of labor in
od' Of curnig since very 'yew of a thing of the past over great producing a low
Keith Venable
the authority to issue teachers'
quality product?
The Raihsey Future Farmers them tried it last year. Hill areas of our country. Late rains
certificates under certain general
Dr. James H.- Richmond. Frank- of the superintendent of public provisions laid down by the law
dad not get to complete their sign Adams. Elmo Smith. and Roy Bill- have improved the lespedeza crop
I see that the Government is
fort, superintendent of public in- instruction and seven lay mem- and the state board of education.
this Week but plan to build it next ington will use hygrometers in and we should have plenty of fine eliminating the slums
from cities.
struction. has sent out to members bers who shall be appointed by the Under the new law all certificates
week.
their het= this season The Back- forage for this winter but our I wonder what .will be
done abosa
of school boards and to public governor of the state. The pro- are to be issued by the state deusburg farmers grow some ex- corn will be short. It would be elimirlaiing shims
from the counschool administrators of the state visions are such that when the partment of education. The other
'hoe tobacco'-crop Is looking ex- cellent tobacco along the -bottoms well to winter stock on hay. and try.' How many farm
houses -Ire
copies of the new common school system is fully installed these change Is relative to the requireeeptionally well right now. It of the West fork of Clark's River to cull other livestock and keep poorly
lighted, poorly
heated,
laws of Kentucky. This bulletin board members will be appointed ments for the certificate. Under
looks to be a heavy yielding crop an &here is- hoJireason why some only the best producers. The De- poorly
decorated
.and
inconIncludes all _sections of the-stat- for terms of four years and the the old law certificates could be
with excellent body/ and, quality. top crops should not be produced -partment of Agriculture has found venient?
utes relatrve- VT the common schools terms of only two membess will granted to teachers and prospecThe earlier crops were injured- by there this year
that milk may be produced more
of the commonwealth including expire in any one year.
dry weather, but later fields are
tive teachers who had finished a
Other growers to secure hy- cheaply with an abundance of
the acts of the general assembly
making fine growth and filling grometers are Otis Edwards. G E. good roughage and short grain
"The old law provided for coun- four "year high school course and
of
1934.
out well. This season reams to Stone. Otis Patton. Lynn Lawson. rations.
ty school
districts, independent thirty-two hours of college trainThis publication includes the graded school districts, districts ing. Under the new law high
We are minting oi ....wing barshow that tobacco may. and per- and R.. L Ray.
new
school
code
Contest
which
has containing cities of the first class, school graduation and sixty-four
'haPi should be. delayed during
I see some growers who are ley on some of our better land to
ohanged many of the provisions districts containing _cities of the semester hours of college trahaing
its early growth. . but that it letting cutting Aisne come and provide grain next summer when
The Murray Rotary Club- -of
tram What 'they were in the old Second class, third class and fourth are nikesiiiiy
-'for the elementary
steeds plenty of plant food and their barns have not anon tight- it will be badly needed. Barley
which Vernon Stubblefield. Sr., is
code. Attention is called to some class, making a total of six types certificate issued.
Lee Tracy'dkold
inoisture during 'the latter stages ened or ventilated.
has several good points that might
president enjoyed a fish-fry and
of the changes which are noted of school districts, each of them
Sally Blanc in
"The new law provides for only
of growth. This seems to be a
The trip to Cheatham County. be considered: ili It is fall sown. watermelon picnic at
upon a cursory examination as having its own particular set of
the Baptist
very important point in the fer- 'Fenn, is still under consideration and prevIdes. a winter cover crop: Picnic
"Advice
six classes of certificates. They
o.the
Levelore
grounds
last
follows:
Thursday
school laws and conditions under
tilitation and soil treatment .for 'but no date has been at. but will 12) It matures early and thus evening, August
elementary cer16.
Showing today and Friday "The new law states that a be- which they operated. The new are: Provisional.
dark tobacco...
probably be made the next Satur- escapes the 'mid-summer drouth
The
picnic
provisional
tificate;
high school
was
given
law
ginning
provides
by
only
_child
for
two
often
may
classes
enter
the
injures corn; t3S.
school at
at the Capitol Theatre
day or as
headed by K. C. Frazee.
the regular opening time in the of districts. They are the county certificate: rtandard high _school
may be sown with it
Discussions of the soft method
-who lost an attendance oontest.
FIRST BAPTIST CHISRE/1
- fall if he is six years old oil or school districts and the independ- certificate; _provisional _ certificate
of curing tobacco were held at
The feed situation will cause and a hay crop secured the same
-Those led by Harry Slecid won the
before September 30, and he may ent school district The independ-Eirksey and hackusburg the past many Calloway
farmers worry years hit It fits well with ' tobac- contest
in administration and soaervision
and
consequently were
enter at the opening of the second ent school districts, include the
co .I/ Calloway farmers are to
Sunday. August 26
in adand standard certif.
guests
of
the
kosers.
produce good tobacco they will
Sunday School 9:30, Hugh M. semester - if he is six years old city districts ..and all have the ministration
srvision.
a nd
have to hold down the corn aoreWasher
pitching and
marble alcElrath superintendent. Classes on or before February 28. The same law under, which to operate. Each of these certifi.
s requires
age and grow more grasses and games' constituted
the principal for all ages. All are cordially in- provisions of the old law was that
"The new law gives a de-finite graduation or more from a standlegumes. Barley does not do well diversions of the evening, prelim- vited to come and study the Word. a child could enter school at the appropriate oath of office_ for the ard four year college or universon thin land and is not-as winter. inary to the feast.
Morning Worship 11:00.
Fried fish,
The opening of either sernestea if he use in swearing in the board ity except provisional elementary,
hardy as is wheat. • It - matures lemonade, watermelons, end '-trim- pastor who has been away on his would be six years old within members, while the old law left which may be issued on sixtyabout two weeks
earlier than mings" formed the menu for the vacation will be with us again ninety days after the opening of the question open which made it four hours of college credit."
wheat
repast
Sunday. Come and hefp welcome the school term.
necessary to use a very antiquated
him home.
"The new law pros '.'s that oath including the assertion that
Ninety-five per cent of the farmThe supply of hogs, beef cattle.
B. Y. P. U.. 6:45, R. W. Church- such part of the annual state the board member had not recent- ers in Montgomery county are
CHURCH OF CHRIST
ill in 'charge.
lambs, and poultry is expected
Groups for the taxes shall be used for the bene- ly fought a duel, etc.
growing korean lespedeza. They
to be lower next year and the price
All are cordially invited to various ages.
fit of the schools as the general
"Under the old law members ot used approximately 100.000 pounds
is expected to be much better. attend these services next Sunday:
Evening Worship 7:45. The pas- assembly may appropriate for that county boards of education re- of seed _this year.
We should try to keep tair best
Bible study in various classes tor will preach.
purpose. while. the old law stipu- ceived it per diem of $5 and in..
at 9:45 a. m. Regular worship at
breeding stock.
Prayer Meeting Wednesday ev- lated that a certain percentage of addition thereto
were
allowed
We are sort, that more Calm- 1045. The evening service will ening 7:45. folio wegisgsg.ijes_aasainly lb* PraPertr lax money should be their actual and necessary exway farmers did not attend the begin at 7:45 instead of 8 o'clock, teachers meeting. All the Sun- used for the support of .the com- penses in attending board meetDairy picnic at Mr. Hughes' last and Prof. E H. Smith will be the day School officers and teachers mon schools. The new law there- ings. The new law does nol proare urged to be on hand at the fore makes the amount Settled vide for
week, for they missed an. excel- speaker at this hour.
the payment of a per
and definite from the beginning diem to county school board mem- or Diicard Them Just Belent program and a fine lunch
The mid-week services will also teachers meeting.
cause They Ate DisThe
pastor
of
the
reports
biennium
a
fine vacawhile the old berg but does state that they may
which Mr. Hughes provided.
begin at 7:45 o'clock Wednesday
tion and is anxious to be home arrangement left the =mud
colored
des_ receive their actual and necessery
Prof. Eli' of the ts•erstty 01" evening.
again anticipating the fall cam- pendent upon
BRING
THEM
IN FOR
the
payment
expenses
of
-The
for
attending
meetings.
faithful
to
receive
the
Kentucky. discussed the governpaign.
taxes throughout the still*.
RE-DYE1NG
City board members under Om
rnent program to eradicate -Banes crown of life_ "Be thou faithful
_
.
Hugh SU MeNfrath,
-The board of education under Kentucky laws have never regine- -thee
:_- Disease or abortion. He said that unto-death and
S. S. Supt.
the old law, was composed of the ceived pay for their services on
the Government would pay farm- the crown of life."
state • superintendent, the attorney the' school board.
•ers lb efrTdof diseared - cows.
Howell
Beckley
of
Oldham general and secretary of state
Reid the Claasieles1" Column.
"The new iaw makes two markand that it would be necessary to
county has spread marl on half of while the new law
providss for a ed changes in the matter of /nuget 300 cows signed before the
his 185-acre farm and is growing state board of
education consisting ing teachers certificates. Under ACTOsS from Ledger & TIMeS
work could be done in the county.
legumes successfully
hHeerdalsa
improvementcomrni o w trh
ia:,b
dr
t
r
rekid
Knelt minty lassneire-havls-the
rgefdoneUI
best crop of soybeans produced fee
rWes and
stroway.
(only two herds.-a. Calloway,
several yaer"
,
-110*-Hood_ and Gingless
. Mr. Spars of the Mayfield Milk
Plant told the dairymen that
2 lb. Can Cherries
11c
farmers of Graves county lost
Campbell's 16 oz. Pork and
$5,000 per month because of sour
Beans
milk. He said this loss could be QUART SALAD DRESSING
New Rice, per lb.
6c
largely prevented through the use 1 LB.
ROE CRACKERS
New Grapefruit
of sanitary buckets and proper
24 lb. Bag Flour
cooling of the milk. We sholild 9 LBS. SUGAR
1 'Gal. Nice, old Sorghum _. 40c
use only heavy tinned buckets
PECK
Pure Coffee, bulk. lb..
15c
which have no joints or open PORK SAUSAGE. LB.
Fancy Package Coffee
19c
seams to hold dirt
BEEF STEAK. 2 LBS.
Woods.- Fancy Broorn
45c
The Murray Milk Plant eooper4
lbs. Northern Cabbage
15c
POUND
ated with • us,, in putting on a RIB ROAST. LB.
2 Cans Chum Salmon
23c
proper cooling demonstfetion. Mr.
2 Cans Mackerel
18c
Scott tells us that'Calloway dairy- CHUCK ROAST. LB.
9 lbs. pure Cane Sugar
48c
men lose many dollars from sour RED BIRD
216 SIZE
1 Armour's Lighthouse CleartiferDOZEN
29c
FLOUR,
milk
24-LB. BAG .
and 2 Toilet Soap
8.5e
Sc
QUEEN OF WEST FLOUR _ 95c 3 lb. Can Marco Coffee . .
56c
1 Gal. Vase of Vinegar
29c
Corn,
We Pay lac Dos. for Eggs in Trade
2 lb. Box Crackers
19c
TELEPHONE 85
1 lb. Package Marshmallows _ 18c
Pay in Trade for Brown Eggs. 18c
Country Club
Avon2d4a-lb.
24-lb bag
WE DELIVER -

Kirksey F. F. A.
Notes

LOVERS!-

New School Law Provisions
of Interest to General Public

Rotary Club Has
Picnic Following
Attendance

•

UTOTEEM 1

-

MURRAY and HAZEL
SUGAR,Pure Cane, cloth bag, 25 lbs. $1.34
Snowdrift,6 lb. pail
74c
Lard, Pure, 8-lb. pail
80c
Extract, 8-oz. bottle
Matches, 6 boxes
19c
Polish, Jet Oil
10c
Evaporated Peaches, 3 lbs.
25c
Tomatoes, No.2 can, 3 for
25c
Salad Dressing, Miracle Whip, quart
25c
'Corn,Pride of Illinois, No. 2 can
Tre
Pineapple; Argo, NO;-2-1-2-can113c
Potatoes, 10-lb. bag
16c
Large K. C. Baking Powder, can
18c
Welch's Jell
. . . ...........
10c
-Vinegatitt butk, gallon
Fruit Acid, box
Sc
- --Lye, Merry War,2 cans
15c
Soap, Big Deal, 3 bars
10c.
Salmon Style Mackerel, 2(or
15c
Sorghum, Good, gallon
39C
Brooms, best heavy
49c
Salt, fine table, 10-lb. bag
17c
Corn Flakes. Millers,2for
15c
Oats, 48-oz. box
17c
Longhorn Cheese, lb.
19c
Flour, 24 lbs. Redbird
85c
Flour, 24 lbs. Aunt Jemima
$1.05
PAYING for Potatoes, per 100 lbs. . . , $1.20
PAYING for Shelled
85c
We now k‘e SEED RYE, TURF OATS, and
TURNIP SEED.

WHITE WAY
hikitKEL
SATURDAY
SPEC!ALS

ri
•

2 lbs. LIVER- ----15c
2 lbs. MINCED HAM
25c
2 lbs. VEALE CHOPS
25c
2 lbs. BEEF STEAK
25c
2 lbs. SAUSAGE..25e
PORK HAM,half or whole, lb.
18c
PORK SHOULDER, half or whole,
_
pound
,
14c
BEEF CHUCK ROAST, lb.
-8c
_BEEF -RIB ROAST, lb. •6c
MUTTON,lb.
1,0c and 12 1-2c
LARD,lb.
11c ,
BACON BUTTS,lb.
, 10c
SALT BUTTS, lb.
9c
FRYERS, Dressed, lb.
25c
HENS, lb.
18c
KANSAS CITY STEAKS

15-POUND
NO. 1 POTATOES
WISCONSIN CABBAGE
CALIFORNIA ORANGES

Highest Market Price in Cash for
Chickens and Eggs

CIOWSIFA cm'
alJIMERTISIN

Radishes, Green Onions, Carrots, Beets, Turnips

FAIN & BELL

Phone 214

ICE CREAM SUPPER-Cris McCuiston's, Saturday night. August
25
Benefit Grindstone school.
Music! fun! Welcoms everyone
ltp

5c

c
10

49c

cans
tall cans C. Chita 25c

FOR RENT-7-room house near
College
Garage, tights, water,
bath. (Extra proposition offered,
$1250 See Mrs May ForA_L_ynn
Grove. Ky. •
ltp

C. Club APRICOTS,
Full No. 2 1-2 can
2 No. 1 cans

FOR RENT-Furnished apartment
Mrs. 11.
-P.' 'Lassiter...4009 West
Olive Street
ltp
HAVE YOUR FEED GROUND at
the new feed and meal mill on
N. 13-th. St. just across front
-Murray -laundry
W E Elliott
manager._
A30c.

PURE
MILK

FAINTING. Decorati;et and Paperhanging. Contract. hour or day,
J. Karr. 906 West Main
tf

It's Health Insurance for Your Growing
Boy or Girl!

FOR RENT-8-room /louses, with 2
rooms reserved. on South 11th
St. Water and lights. See R. D.
Simpson. ..
A23p

MAN .WANTED FOR Rawleigh
Route of 800 families. Write -immediately. Rawleigh. Dept KYli-97-SA. Ft ccytra t, M.
A9-23

C. Club FRUIT SALADFull No. 2 can '
19c
No. 2 1-2 can
25c
C. Club SPINACH-Full No. 2 can
2_No. 2 1-2 cans

Embassy PEANUT BUTTER
2-1b. jar
25c
1-1b. jar
15c

C. Club SALAD DRESSING,
16-oz. jar
15c

19c
15c

Avondale Cider VINEGAR,
10c
quart bottle
LUX Toilet Soap, 4 bars. 25c

SHINOLA Shoe Polish . . 9c
JET OIL Shoe Polish 12c
LUX FLAKES,large pkg. 23c
Small pkg.
10c

ASSORTED LUNCH MEATS

CALL 191

10c
25c -

Ginger Ale, Root Beer, Orange
Soda, Lemon-Lime, Lemon
Soda, 24-oz. Bottle
10c

3 POUNDS
EATMORE OLEO
2
FRANKS OR LARGE BOLOGNA

Murray Milk Products Co.

FOR RENT-brick duplex apartment. 5 rooms ands' bath. burnace and' binit-in features. Hardwood floors
North. Fourteenth
street
Mrs Ethel Ward
ltc

19c
25c

C. Club Green ASPARAGUS
19c
Full No. 2 can
25c
2 Picnic cans

PICKLESSweet, 24-oz. jar
Sours, Dills, qt. jar .

It will be your joy just to watch them grow and
develop in radiant health and vitality-if your
children have the milk habit! There's an extra
rich creamy goodness in SUNBURST PASTEURIZED Milk which makes it taste delicious. And
it's high nutritive value surpasses that of any other
single food. Increase your daily order of milk-this
small investment will pay big dividends in, health
and vigor, not only for children but all the family!

WANTED TO-1NSY- a house, 5
to 7 rooms" _price right cash.
Phone 254
ltc

L

Bunch

FLOUR
85`
95`
FLOUR LYON'S BEST, 24 Lbs. $1.10A Pillsbury's Best, 24 lbs.
Gallon
CHERRIES RED PITTED Avondale Brand No. 2
Can
7 POUNDS' 25.
NAVY BEANS Choice Hand Picked
TOILET-SOAPS Camay, Palnplive, Lava, Army & Navy4 bar!25c
COFFEE 3 1.1bes wel,55Lcb. 19c French, lb. 23' C.Club, lb. 27c
PORK AND BEANS Campbell's or C. Club A
18`

Robt. Swann

ELEMENTARY Teachers-get your
report cards at the Ledger &
Times. Standard cards okehed by
proper authorities
Priced reasonable. Apply at office.
A30
FOR ,SALE-24:50fL stet* .build-- mg trr Lynd Grove. Cheap. See
E. _E. EicauglaLynn Grove.
Ky
ltp

FOR RENT-3-room apartment for
small family. upstairs. Located
South Eighth street." Sec J. I.
Fox
ltc

SHKOAT BROS.
Free Delivery

25`
2`

IMO

!

MEAT MARKET

SPECIALS

can

For Cool Summer Meals

S

DUTCH'S SHOE
SHOP

FOR SALE-cooa oak lumber,
"cut to order".
See us for
prices. Orders filled promptly.
J. R. Seen & Sons, Murray, KyS,
stl"-Rotrte I.
tf

CHOICE MEATS
FRIDAY and SATURDAY

Do Not Throw -Those
--WHITESHOES
Away!

27
POUNDS

POUND

Tic

25`

•
•

01.4

,

-

.1...c,r4nctcr. .
.

_

'CIAC
.

SIS
5.

.
C

_

r
'

••• 04

V'

71..t -

,
_

Olehrhds"

r
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ORDINANCE NO. 53

Gunter's Flat

_
w Those
HIOES
P!
Just Bete Dis-

1

MILLIONS OF PEOPLE
HAVE ASKED ...
What, exactly,
does Knee-Action do

INFECTED SORES
CAUSE

IN.FOR
NG

er & Times

PACE SEVEN

ss -age COnagisay has heretofore grant- Pany,, krici was by each of them ac- cation made.
NOTICE ftwg
011;iUrliASE OF
nears for the City have declared
ed" to said. City an option for the knowledged, in his official capaciSection 5. That as soon as MURRAY
GE SYSTEM the system (with exception of
purchase of its entire sewerage sys- ty, to be his act and deed.
funds for the purchase of said
Notice is hereby given that the disposal plant) to be in excellent
,
‘
tems which option is in words and
-t•iven under my Wind and seal, sewerage system'shall have become .jEkiartt-Of Collnell Of-the -city -cif- condition; have estimated the .e6st
asking
Los
is
Cross
Howard
South
Fairfigures as follows, towit:
blanked
ain the Had
Hos 21st day of November, 1933.- available, pursuant to a certain Murray, Ky., proposes to purchase of
All
—
system (emending
replacing
view 8-0 on the local ,ground last "MURRAY SEWERAGE COMPANY L. 1. Dunn, Notary Public. My loan and grant agreement between for the City
clothing of any kind for school chilthe entire sewerage costs of cutting through and redren. Calloway county. The need
Saturday. Brann was the losing
gomintssion expires May 8, 1937."
the City and the United States of system of the Murray Sewerage placing asphalt streets, which has
OPTION
pitcher for Fairview while Brown
Is great ad the means of fulfilling
-America, as contemplated by Or- Company, pursuant to the contract been estimated it ($6,700.00) at
"Whereas, the City 01 Murray, a (SEAL)
the needs this year are less than in
And, Whereas, the City of Mw- dinance No. 5L heretofore en- represented by the option set out $32.370.00. The exiislind dispasid Mrs Sam Pace, Lynn Gran. li added another win to his long_, municipaLsibtporatian oaf the State
previous years Including last yeer. _ recovering from a
list of victories.
broken collar
of Kentucky, proposes to construct ray has heretofore applied to the acted, and the right of the council in the foregoing ordinance and plant and outfall seer, which are
This call has been an annual one bone and her
The game Friday between Hardaughter, Miss
and maintain an efficient and com- Federal Emergency Public Works to purchase said system shall have said ordinance accepting same, in- figured in the foregoing appraisal
but anyone having anything usable 'Evelyn Pact is recovering
din and South Howard was called
froth
plete sewerage system, to serve said Administration for a loan and grant become absolute, following the cluding all property mentioned 0'22,100.00, are to be discarded.
for school children are asked to brufses received in an
the end of the fourth on account
publication, the and covered by said option; __automobile at
...city and some of its environs, and for the purpose of purchasing aforementioned
DEPRECIATION: The'egglas
of rain. No runs had been made
treat the matter is one of the most smashup on the Benton
PURCHASE PRICE: That the have figured depreciation
Highway
to that end proposes to purchase 'laid sewerage system and con- Mayor shall be, and he is hereby,
on diswhen
worthy causes.
'the game was called.
structing
extensions
authorized
and
improveand
directed
Saturday afternoon. Another daughto
purchase
give
price
of
said_
aewerage posal plant and outfall sewer at
:he present system of the Murray
On Saturday. August a Hazel
One of the most needed articles ter, Earline. received
ments
-thereto
and
proper
said
notice
applicain
writing
to
system
said
is
Twenty-Fear
Cuts about
Thousand 100%; on mains, laterals and other
Sewerage Company for the price
will visit the South Howard field
Is shoes and another much needed the face and body.
hereinafter set out, provided it can tion has been approved by the Murray Sewerage Company of the Dollars 424,0130.00Y in cash.
properties at 1%, making a total
In the firet game between these
article is trousers for boys. The
Federal
Ernergency
City's
Administrator
acceptance
of said option
The automobile, which, was
INTEREST RATE: Sings the epreciation of 24,563.00.
two outfits this year. Hazel has finance such project in a manner of Public Works;
Red Cross is not furnishing overalls driven
and
its
election to purchase there- purchase ir for cash, there will
1
.au
by Sam Pace, did not
;
4v._
.wrhroa4ryg
izted
eoe4.b
riynghiltdawc;ityic
an.ironopotosespur.
bg
REPAIRS: No repairs on ?Milli.
a group of outstanding players and
as it did last year and this demand
NOW, TiiEREFORE, sae Board under.
leave the road. _
no interest on. steamed: _oblige. .
.
to
1 1,•
,
*.N and coonoctions
haa- time game is - expected:IS stso very hard to meet.
This ordinance -s-hall take edect thine/or the purchase price. Sewer necessary. The dispel plant will
have certain investigations, surveys e Council of the City of Murrray,
Another daughter, Nell, also
Persons with families are asked
do
from
ordain
follows:
as
Ky..
and
alter
adoption
its
(le
and
estimates
Bonds,
made of the cost of
however, will be have to. be replaced.
.Head the Classified Column.
to search their closets and storage was in the machine, with the
issued to provide funds with which
extending, completing and improv- • Section 1. That it is necessary publication, according to lsw.
For further details, see report of
spots for anything that can be daughter of a neighbor, Willie Mae
that
a
municipal
sewer
Adopted,
system'
be
this
17th
to
day of July,
make the purchase.- These Chester Engineers now on file In
ing the present system of said Murused in the way of wearing apparel Short.
bonds will bear interest at four the office of the city Clerk.
ray Sewerage Company, and of the established in the City of Mur- 1934..
The family wai en route to
for children. Often parts of adult
ray
by
the
purchase
of the existW. S. SWANN,
per cent (4'r) per annum, payable
W. S. SWANN,
visit a
married BEING AN ORDINANCE PRO- possibility of obtaining the finance
clothing can be warn with slight Paducah to
Mayor
semi-annually, and wilt mature
which to, purchase and extend ing system of the Murray Sewerage
Mayor
VIDING FOR THE ESTABLISHalterations. Get them mit and turn daughter, Mrs. Dow Clark.
Company and the construction of Attest:
serially through a period of 25 Attest:
,
Evelyn Pace was pinned under- MENT OF A MUNICIPAL SEW- said system; by reason of which inthem over to the Red Crost Mrs.
improvements
Chat a Grogan.
aad
vestigations, surveys and estimate* _extensions
Chas. B. Grogan,
B. Kalualn has charge of the work neath the overturned vehicle. De- = SYSTEM FOR THE CITY OF said
City Clerk
CONDITION OF PLANT: Eriecity will incur considerable thereto.
City Clerk
spite
her
broken
collar-bone
,
Mrs
;
MURRAY
BY
PURCHASE OF THE
and if you are unable to get them
Section
That
2.
the
City
of
expense;
SYSTEM OF THE
to her at the basement of the post. Pace, who is a small woman, is EXISTING
Murray
exereise
the
option
here"Now, Therefore, for' and in conoffice, notify her and some arrange- said to have lifted the car off MURRAY SEWERAGE COMPANY
sideration- of said surveys and esti- tofore granted to it by the Murher daughter.
AND CONSTRUCTING OF EXment will be made.
ray Sewerage Company Ort the
The other occupants of the car TENSIONS THERETO, DECLAR- mates and investigations, made
Many children star out of school
and to be made by said city, in- 21st day of November, 1933, as
-were uninjured. ING SAID ESTABLISHMENT AND
each year on account of lack of
of the
payment her,.-inbefore set out; and that it
After receiving first aid treat- PURCHASE TO BE A NECESSITY consideration
,clothing. Many start with aid and
by
said
city
to
said
Murray purchase from said Company all
unable to get more must stop. ment at 'Benton, the accident vic- AND ORDERING THE PURCHASE Sewerage
boTJ,
Company of the sum of said Company's property,
tims were removed to a hospital OF SAID SYSTEM-PURSUANT TO
People with usable garments can be
that
within
and
that
the
without
of
Ten
Dollara
t$10.00) in cash, rehere. Afterwards they were taken AN OPTION HERETOFORE
of great aid, to the county, the inceipt of which is hereby acknowl- City of Murray, and bath tangible
to their home.
GRANTED AND ORDERING THE
divIcluals and the cause of education
edged, and for other good and val- and intangible, including all sewer
ISSUANCE OF REVENUE BONDS
with title expense to them. This
uable considerations, the said Moth mains, laterals, and connections,
TO FINANCE THE PURCHASE
act is also a moral obligation of
ray Sewerage Company does 'here- all easements, rights of way, rights
AND ESTABLISHMENT OF THE
those more fortunate than some.
by give and grant unto said City of and privileges, all furniture, fixSAME; ALL IN ACCORDANCE
tures and equipment, and all other
Don't- withhold your garments beanti
TIM PROVISIONS ----OF
Meii are- Very busy 'CUttirig to- 'WITH
cause tho
they are not gboa as new or
chase, at any time within twelve properly whatsoever belonging to
as good as you would want your bacco and majorlry of the weed -CHAPTER 92 OF THE 1930 ACTA months from the date hereof, for said company, whether cjusdem
generis or otherwise, except cash
is fine. The women are busy OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY the purchase
child to wear
price of Twenty-four
OF KENTUCKY, AS AMENDED.
canning fruit.
Thousand Dollars ($24,000.00) -in on hand and in bank and accounts
WHEREAS, under the provisions
Miss Ruth Steely of near Hazel
casIC all of the property of said and bills- receivable, and that it
-pay said Company for said propwas a Saturday guest of Miss Min- of Chapter 92 of the 1930 Acts of -Murray Swerage
Company, both
the General Assembly of Kentocky,
nie Marshall Adams.
that within and that 'without the arty the sum of Twenty-Four
TImusnad Dollars ($24,000.00) in..
We are sorry to learn that Mrs. as amended by Chapter 1($ of the City of_ Murray_
and_hcatt tangible_t_
BLOOD POISON!.--Pittis
cash. stfiflf-tc
paid as soon as
Holland -4 improving sE 1932 Acts of said. General Assems and -intangible, hneltioffing
all-sewer
I the funds theFefor shall have
slowly from an accident some few bly, the City is authorized to es- mains,
-ELNet always,. of. roith
laterals, and connections, all
tablish e municipal sewer system by
sufficient number of times ...to__ weeks ago.
easements, rights-of Way, rights-and become available, as set out in
I Section 5 hereof. infra, and the
make it a mistake to ever leave
Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Wells and purchasing an existing system and a
privileges, all furniture, fixtures,
right of the Board Of Council to
Mrs. Otho Winchester of Hazel constructing improvements thereyour family without prothction,
equipment, arid all other jgops
urchese said property'lthall have
were guests alb Dr. and Mrs. Roy to, and to issue bonds ,for the purCross Salve, for more thait
eriy whatsoever belonging to said
become absolute by operation of
pose of financing the establishment
Scruggs of Paris Wednesday.
generation, has been used with
company, whether ejusdem generis
law.
almost miraculous success in the
Miss Willie Mae Paschall. Ila of same; and
or otherwise, except cash op
Section 3. That said sewerage
treatment of all _forma of
Nell Brandon
-.1an.e.i- Ralph' tiVii-ERF.A.S, the Murray
and
In ban-ii and accounts and bills
system so purchased shall become
Wells were guests of Miss.-Mary -Cempany, a corporation of Kenfed-Iona-sores, burns, boils, skin
receivable.
and be part of the whis5.1joar
Elaine Brandon Saturday evening. tucky, with prineipa1-plassi.o&5su6diseases, hemorrhoids. One of
optiart- Sher expire on the sewer
system of the City. and shall
-Mrs. Claude -4..ubm- was carried-•weas at Murray, KY., is the owner of
the most powerful disinfectan
November,'
1934, unless be extended and improved,
known supplies the germicidal' to the hospital Sunday for an a certain sewerage system consist- 3404sclay. of
and
said optioree, City of Murray, shall Sewer
power: a velvet smooth oil base
operation for appendicitis.
Revenue Bonds shall be
ing of mains, laterals, connections.
We
on or before such day give notice Issued against
affords instant, soothing relief
hope for .a speedy recovers:.
said sewer system
disposal plant and incidental propand assists nature in the quickin writing of its aCceptance there- and
the extensions and improveMr.-and Mrs. Jim. Adams spent erties, the greater part of which are
est possible healing. Get a jar
of
and
of
its
election
to
purchase
today! use it often and freely
ments to be made thereto, in the
S9sllay in Tennessee' the guests of located within said .City, and ansaid property on said termst in manner set
when
the slightest
trouble
out in said Ordinance
and Mrs. Onas Thompson.
other and smaller part of which,
threatens.
under an honest.-"
which
case
the
sale
shall'
be
comNo, 5;; and all of the provisions
As news is scarce the letter is consisting of mains, laterals and
arantee to give -absolute satispleted,
the
purchase
money
paid,
of said ordinance relating to said
faction or money refunded. 30c very short but hope for more connections, is located outside of
and a deed and bill of sale, trans- bond issue: the amount, terms,
and 50c at all dealers. The Crow
news next week --Rose Bud".
the limits and in the environs of
Salve Co., Inc., Marion.
ferring said property to the op- denominations. maturities, interest
saftt City; and
tionee, shall be executed and de- rate, payments, amortizations, colRd the Classified Column.
WHEREAS, said Murray Sewer.:
livered by the proper officers of lections and disposal or sewer
•
3 al
'
said Sewerage Company.
revenue, liens, defaults. contin"This option shall not be asSign- gencies, and all other terms and
able.
'
conditions of said Ordinance what"Signed and delivered pursuant soeeer relating to same, are hereto a resolution of the Board of by adopted and made a part hereDireaors of the Murray Sewerage of as fully as if specifically set
Company, duly authorized thereun- out herein.
to by written consent-of the stockSection 4.
That immediately
holders, this Novetnber 21st, 1933. after the adoption of this ordinance
.
Tremon
President
there shall be published in the
J. D. Sexton, Secretary
Ledger & Times, a weekly newsSTATE OF KENTUCKY
paper published at Murray. KenSS
tucky, pursuant to Abe provisions
COUNTY OF CALLOWAY
of Section 2741 1-25, a statement
"1, L. L. Dunn, a Notary Public setting out the' agreement of purin and for the state and county chase, as--represented by said opaforesaid, certify that the forego- tion and this ordinance, and seting option from the Murray Sewer- ting out the purchase price, interage Company to the City of Mur- est rate, condition of plant, and
ray, was this day produced to me tbe possible depreciation and 'reThe best way to,Prqve that Chevrolet's Kneein my office by Tremon Beale, pairs thereto; and the Mayor and
/CHEVROLET
Pziesident, and If. D. Sexton, Secre- City Clerk are hereby authorized
Action actually makes motoring twice as pleasant
tary, of the Murray Sewerage Corn- and directed to have such publias before is to drive the new 9hevrolet over all kinds of roads. You

SCHOOL CHILDREN NEEDSopth Howard Blanks
SHOES, WEARING APPAREL .Fairview Nine, 8-1)
0
Lynn Grove Family
In Motor Crash

•

SHOE

"-:h'ff-fr74,11.

..f

I

aittli0e4id-

sow

CHEVROLET
'
S

•

KNEE-ACTION RIDE
the pleasure of motoring
will find that the continuous jars you used to get even on smooth
pavements are ended. Tire steering wheel is free of vibration. Back

CHIC
AGO
WORLDS FAIR

seat passengers are cuinfortable

and relaxed.- You cari maintain
higher speeds over rough roads that used to slow you down. You
will find, in fact, that probably forthe first time,in your experience,
,every foot of every mile is equally enjoyable.

VISITORS PREFER

This fine feature is combined in the new Chevrolet with beautiful,
luxurious Fisher Bodies, safe, weatherproof,cable-controlled brakes,
the flashing performance of an 80-horsepower engine, and the great

We Want Ice Cream!

economy of six-cylinder, valve-in-head construclion. This combination is exclusive with Chevrolet. Perhaps that explains why so
many people are buying and recommending this extremely low-

Just 4 blocks from
Grant Park which is
the North Entrance to
the Fair Grounds.
Give it to them, mother! What other
food that is so GOOD for them is met
with such a unanimous shout of delight? If you have tried GOLDBLOOM Ice Cream you'll have no
other--and if you haven't there's a
great surprise in store for you.
velvety smooth (by our exclusive

it's

process) and richer because it has greater cream content!

Fresh Fruit
Flavors,
Chocolate
or
Vanilla

is made of the purest ingredients in a spotless, clean plant
—Either in brick or bulk form from your nearest dealer.

INCORPORATED.

Paducah, Ky.

11K--

priced car.

MOTOECCOMPANY, DETROIT, MICHIGAN
Causparv dassralars low islieered prices and ealy
--V:144
":..4..C. sernu. .4 General Maori Value

CHEVROLET

D.AuE* 0‘
,
,
19 ”11•1•121r•

HOME Of THE
BRILLIANT GAY

Chevrolet prices have
been reduced'as much as

'
50

• INN •
Featurin9

GOLDBLOOM ICE CREAM

Tenth and Monroe

•

Buddy Rogers
anci-his

•

CALIFORNIA CAVALIERS
DRIVE YOUR CAR RIGHT
INTO HOTEL SHERMAN

- Farmer-Purdom Motor Co.
West Main Street

Phone 97

Murray, Kentucky

•
_

dr.

•

4

5.

••••
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Miss Bess Roberts of stavfleld Grace Johnson of Paris this week
Mrs. Sallie Calhoun is7onfintd
spent Sunday here with friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Garnett Jong. and with illness at her home on North
Mrs. J. B. Carter of Martin. son. Garnett Hood, returned from Fifth street.
Tenn.. and W. H. Carte: of Paris Centralia. III., Tuesday after several
'Mr. and WA Lowell Clinton
have been visiting friends in Mur- days visit. Mr. sand hire. Jones Thompson._ Conway.
Ark., are
are Moving their household turn- visiting
ray
her permits, Mr. and Mrs.
:herrings to Murray and *ut occupy
M. E. Wooldridge. College Addi- Broach Says $S College Students
Mrs. B. S. Overbey et' Murray
Kruger. Paducah. where Mr Sanford will take up spent the week-end in Lexington •the Boyd Gilbert dwelling on tion. Mrs. Thompson wite form,
Above 'teenier Staff
West
street.
Poplar
MisslifIrginia. Burrows and his duties as principal of the high to be at the graduation exercises
erly Miss Searcy Wooldridge. Mr.
Will Get Alt.
Mrs.
Whitnell.
John
little
Naomi
IL E. Jerskine last- ThtlInday. school there. Mr. and Mrs. San- of her son, Wells. who graduated
Thompson is professor of history
Whitnell
Lee
and
Mrs,
Rudy
Tyand Mrs. OS At. Tucker, ford were in -*Curtly over the from 'University of Law.
it the teachers college there. They
-The FERA appropriations will
ree have returned from NashIlleottsville. -visited-their. daughter, week end and visited in Bentop
Joe
Houston will return to
will return to Conway the first of be a great stimulant to college atville
where
they
visited
relatives. the week.
Mrs. C H Torreyson. West Main Tuesday
Stearns. Ky.. Friday to resume
tendance
next fall at
Murray
Ds. and Mrs. M. W. Moores and
street. last Friday.
Ralph Lassiter Jones. of Lynn State in that it will provide for 88
Mike Farmer and A. L. Rhodes his duties there after a visit with children.
Mr and Mrs. C. A. Bishop and . dealers in real estate, have handl- his parents. Mr. and Mis. Elmus
Grove, had his tonsils removed young men and women to go to
Have three houses and leek 2
Miss Maryleona visited relatives ed four residences and three farms Houston. Mr. Houston is connected
at the
Keys-Houston
Hospital school thIR would otherwise be
good farms, can sell same as geed
in Sturgis last week
Friday.
with a C. C. C. Camp there.
deprived of that privilege. By the
in the past few days.
terms. We KM your property and
Mrs. W. S. Swann, Mrs. George benefits of their college training,
Mr. and Mrs. Will Miller SparkMrs_ B B. Keys visited Mr. and
Miss Martha Clayton returned
sell it, we don't list it and keep
Gatlin and daughter, Miss Eleanor they will tte better citizens."
Mrs. Boone Reed and family. Pa- to her home Sunday after a three man, of near Amarillo. Texas are It. See Farmer
Rhodes.
visiting relatives in the county.
Oury Gatlin. visited Mr. and Mrs.
Such was the sentiment expressducah. last week-endweeks visit with her parents.
Mrs.. Eula Hood Pearson was
Geo. W. Brandon
Henry Evans, former Murray
at Crystal ed by R. E. Broach. business manaIgen .3,„ R. Jones. Mr.s and _Mrs. -.Ls it Clayton in
The Rev. a
in St Louis She first of the week
Springs Farm, Stewart county, ger of the college, in regard to
State college student and former
Luxora, Arks and Mrs. Lucy!. Hen- Cincinnati. Ohio.
attending market and making purathlete and quarterback of the
Wednesday.
the FERA appropriation wStch will
daughter
Mildred
Farris.
Mim
Visited'
the
in
Sen. Catriden„ Tenn..
chases for her store here.
Miss .Chetne Rogers has return- provide for 88 additional workers
Thoroughbreds, visited in Murray
Mr.
and Mrs. Jeff Farris, left
home of T. A Jones and Percy of
Lofhan Thompsen. of Hamlin,
ed from Jackson, Tenn., where neXt fall at Murray State College.
the first 54
week.
Jones. North of Murray. last week. Sunday morning for Golden Pond
was a patient at the Keysstieusshe spent two weeks visiting her These positions are exclusive of
Miss Cora Graves is visiting her
Mr. and Mrs. Cary Rose and where she will teach in the schools
ton Hospital Tuesday for treatsister.
sister, Mrs. Boone Reid, Mr. Reed
the regular college employees.
-daughter. Miss Mary Sue. returned there.
ment of a badly lacerated foot.
Walter
family of near Paducth.
Wilson. of Buchanan,
The appropriation was passed at
Maurice Crass was in St. Louis and
to their home in Mineral Wells,
Miss Lonnie White has been
Tenn., was an operative patient at a recent session of the United
Mr.' and Mrs. Earl Parker. HarTexas last Thursday after spend- the first of the week purchasing
discharged from the Mason Hosthe Clinie-Hospital- Monday.
ris Grove. are the parents of
States Congress, Those who secure
ing several Weeks in-ffitt chunt-f -ficerchtindise for his store" heriT
pital following an operation. She
Have three houses and lots, 2 these .1toSitICAS
daughter born at the home Au
will do clerical,
guests of her father. T. A. Jones,
Mr and Mrs. Wells Overbey
'expects to be able to return to
coati farms, can sell same on good campus, and extension work.
13. The infant was named JacNorth of Murray. and other rela- .have returned from Lexington
her school at Cherry in a few
terms.
We list your property and
queline Sue.
s
•
, ti ves.
where they have been in school the
days.
sell it, we dineteillst It and keep MEMORIAL BAPTIST CHURCH
Miss Hazel Pickard has returned
Mr. and Mrs. C. F.'Dunn. Haven pail year. Wells completed work
Miss Frances Holton, Miss MargIt. See Farmer & Rhodes.
Sunday, Aug. it. este Week
Park. Florida. have returned to on his bachelor of law; degree and to , her home in Paducah after sevs uerite Holcomb, Miss Louise Swann
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'YOUNG BLOOD"

Specials For 20 Days,
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SUNDAY AND MPNDAY
OF ALL GLAD WORDS OF TONGUE OR PEN
THE SWEETEST ARE THESE...
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BUILD. REPAIR .. REMODEL..
IT'S EASY. NOW!
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How's
Your
Home?

A LOOK AT THE
FUTURE ..

Uncle Sam Wants
You to Fix It Up—

If You Are?

Help!

a small repair job .
_maybe it's_ a r.omplete remodeling. But after all
these years very f e w
houses are exempt from
repair demands.
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"Only Fire Can Damage
My Property"
That, in effect, is what a property owner
when he insures his property against
fire only.
says

Now you can build or repair your home with
a minimum of difficulty.

But
.
experience says windstorm, explosion, falling aircraft, flood, etc.—t00-are major causes of serious financial loss.

- We are completely equipped to render full assistance to you in taking advantage of this great government help.

The prudent property owner insures his
property against, not only fire, but all
threatening hazards- That sounds expeosive, but actually is not---a fact we'll
gladly explain. No obligation.

Drop in right away and let us explain the whole plan to you without obligation,

Little Things
frT-J Can Be
SO IMPORTANT

Prescriptions

Murray Lumber Co.
DEPOT STREET

Frazee, Berry & Mehigi

Two registered
pbarmacIsta
on
duty at all times.

PHONE WI

PUREST DRUGS.

GATLIN BUILDING

I'TMOST

"It Does 1411ehera Difference Who Writes
Youir Insurance"

Kentucky

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY
Come to Gay Paree
-and leave your troubles
behind!
It's gay!

It's Grand!
It's

In Prescription work every restyle detail is important. And attention to these details determines
the quality and effectiveness of the Prescription.
Proof that we believe in the little things that go
into Prescription filling is shown by the perfection
of the work we do and the high regard in which
we are held by the medical profession.
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At Your Service

CAKE

INTERLU DIE
4

with
MADGE EVANS
ROBERT YOUNG
KRUGER
Una Merkel
Ted Heals ,
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SEE—
the daring
Art Student's
Rail, the gorgeous
Paris (Ashton
show, Part love,
laughter!
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R. H. THURMAN

THE NEW FEDERAL HOUSING ACT come&
at an ideal time—for that purpose. It makes the
financing of your building needs so simple and easy
you'll be delighted.

Murray

The old girl never
could get used ro
hard times and
soft drinks!
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